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T BEFELL IN THE YEAR

FIELD

1662, in which same year

were many witchcrafts and sorceries, such as never
before had ?~n seen and the like of which will
never again, l7Y the grace of Heaven, amict mankind
-in this year it befell that the devil came upon
earth to tempt an holy friar, named Friar Consol,
being strictly minded to win that righteous vessel of piety unto his
evil pleasance.
Now wit you well that this friar had grievously offended the
devil, for of all men then on ·earth, there was none more holier
than he, nor none more surer to speak and to do sweet charity
unto all his fellows in every place. Therefore it was that the devil
was sore wroth at the Friar Consol, being mightily plagued not
only by his teachings and his, preachings, but also by the pious
works which he con~inually did do.
Right truly the devil kne~ that by no common temptations
was this friar to be moved, for the which reason djd the devil seek
in dark and troublous cogitations to bethink him of some new instrument wherewith he might bedazzle the eyes and ensnare the
understanding of the holy man.
:
Qn a sudden it came unto the fiend that by no corporeal al-.
lurement would he be able to achieve his miserable end, for that
by reason of an aqstemious life and a frugal diet the Friar Con~ol
had weaned his body from tho~e frailties and lusts to which human
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flesh is by nature of the old Adam within it disposed, and by long
:continued vigils and by earnest devotions and by godly contemplations and by divers proper studies, had fixed his mind and his soul
with exceeding steadfastness upori things unto his eternal welfare
~ppertaining. Therefore it beliked the devil to devise. and to compound a certain little booke of mighty curious craft, wherewith he
might be like to please the Friar Consol and, in the end, to ensnare
him i:? ~is impious toils. Now this was the way of the devil's thinking, to·wit:
This friar shall suspect no evil in the booke, since never before
hath ..the devil tempted mankind with such an instrument, the
common things wherewith the devil tempteth man being (as all
histories show and all theologies teach) fruit an~ women and other
like things pleasing to the gross and perishabl~ senses. Therefore,
argueth the devil, when I shall tempt this friar with a booke he
shall be taken off his guard and shall not know it to be a temptation. And thereat was the devil exceedingly merry and he did laugh
full merrily.

/

Now presently came this thing of evil unto the friar in the
guise of another friar and made a proper low obeisance unto the
same. But the Friar Gonsol was -not blinded to the craft of the
devil, for from under the cloak and hood that he wore there did
issue the smell of sulphur and brimstone which alone the devil
hath. .
~
"Beshrew me," quoth the Friar Consol, "if the odor in my
nostrils be spikenard aM not the fumes of the bottomless pit."
"Nay, sweet friar," spake the devil full courteously, "the fragrance thou perceivest is~of frankincensyand myrrh, for I am of holy
orders and have brought thee a righteous booke, delectable to look
upon and profitable unto the reading."
Then were the eyes of that Friar· Consol full of bright sparklings
and his heart rejoiced with exceeding joy, for he did set most store,
next to his spiritual welfare, by bookes wherein was food to his
beneficial devouring.

.
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"I do' require thee'" quoth the friar, "to show me that
~ooke that I may kno the name thereof and discover whereof it
treateth."
IPJI"'~~ HEN SHEWED the devil the booke unto the friar

'~~M and he friar saw that it was an uncut unique of
D
uncalculable value; the height of it was half a cubit,
and the breadth of it the fourth part of a cubit and
the thickness of it five barleycorns lacking the space
of three horse hairs.
.
This booke contained within its divers picturings, symbols and
similitudes wrought with incomparable craft, the same being such
as in human vanity are called proof before letters and imprinted
upon India paper; also the booke contained written upon its pages
div~ names of them that had possessed it, all these having in their
time been mighty and illustrious personages; but what seemed
most delectable unto the friar was an autographi.c writing wherein
'twas shown that th~~booke sometime had been given by Venus
di Medici to Apollos"!lt Rhodes. When therefore tpe Friar Consol
S4W t~ooke how that it was intituled and impri.nted and adorned
and bounden, he knew it. to be of vast worth and he was mightily
moved to possess it; therefore he required of the other (that was
the devil) that he give unto him an option upon the same for the
space of seven days hence or until su~h a time as he could inquire
concemi~g the booke in Lowndes and other such liIre-authorities.
But the devil, smiling, quoth: "The booke shall be yours without
price, provided only y'ou
, shall bind yourself to do me a service as
I shall hereafter specify and direct."
Now when the-Friar Consol heard this compac:t he knew ~or
a verity that the devil was indeed the devil, and but that he sor~ly
wanted the boqke he would have driven that impious fiend straight~
way from hi~sence. Howbeit, the devil, promising to visit him
again that night, departed, leaving the friar exceeding heavy in
-spirit, for he was both assotted upon the booke to comprehend it
and assotted upon the devil to do violence unto him.

I

.~
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~~-I.!!!l9i T BEFELL that in his doubtings He came unto the

Friar Francis, another holy man that by continual
fastings and devotions made himself an ensample
of piety unto all men, and to this sanctified brother
......... did the Friar Consol straightw~.Y unfold the story
of his temptation and speak fully of the wondrous
booke and of its divers richnesses.
When that he had heard this narration, .the Friar· Francis
made answer in this wise: "Of great subtilty surely is the devil that
he hath set this snare for thy feet!
"Have a care, my brother, that thou fallest not into the pit
which he hath digged for thee! HaPl?Y art thou to have come to me
with this thing, elsewise a great mischief might have befallen thee.
Now listen to my words and do as I counsel thee. Have no more to
do with this devil; send him to me, or appoint with him another
meeting and I will go in thy stead!"
"Nay, nay," cried the Friar Consol, "the saints forfend from
thee the evil temptation provided for my especial proving.
"I should been reckoned a weak and coward vessel were I to
send thee in my stead to bear the mortifications designed for the
trying of my virtues."
"But thou art a younger brother than I," reasoned the Friar
Francis softly; "and, firm though thy resolutions may be now, thou
art more like than I to be wheedled and bedazzled by these diabolical wiles and artifices. So let me know where this devil abideth
with the booke,-I burn to meet him, and to wrest the treasure from
his impious possession."
.
But the Friar Consol shook his head and would not hear unto
this vicarious sacrifice whereon the Friar Francis had set his heart.

~

I
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~I::!!S:::!!J H, I SEE that thou hast .

e faith in my strength
to combat the fiend,' quoth the Friar Francis, reproachfully; "thy tru 'n my constancy should be
greater, for I have done thee full many a kindly
office; or, now I do bethink me, thou art assotted
on the booke! Unhappy brother, oan it be that thou
dost so covet this vain toy, this frivolous bauble, that thou wouldst
seek the devil's companionship anon to compound with Beelzebub? I charge thee, Brother Consol, open thine eyes, and see in
what a slippery place thou sta~dest."
Now by these argumentations was the Friar Consol mightily
.
confounded and he knew~at to do.
"Come, now, hesitate no longer," quoth the Friar Francis,
"but tell me where that devil may be found, I burn to see and to
comprehend the booke-not that I care for the booke, but that I
am grievously tormented to do that devil a deep despight."
"Odds boddikins," quoth the other friar, "meseemeth that
.
the book inriteth thee more than the devil."
"Thou\speakest wrongly," cried the Friar, Francis. "Thou mistaketh pious zeal for sinful selfishness. Full wroth am I to hear ')
how that this devil walketh to and fro using a sweet and precious
booke for the temptation of holy men. Shall so righteous an instrument be employed by the ·prince of heretics to so unrighteous
an end?"
"Thou sayest wisely," quoth the Friar Consol, "and thy words
convince me that a battaile must be made with this· devil for that
booke. So now I shall go to encounter the fiend."
,"Then, by the saints, I shall go with thee," cried ~the Friar ~
Francis, and he gathered his gown about his loins right briskly.
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the Friar Gonsol saw this he made great
haste to go alone, and he ran out of the door full
swiftly and fared him where the devil had appointed
an appointment with him.
Now wit you well that the Friar Francis did
follow close upon his heels, for though his legs were
not so long, he was a mighty runner and he was right sound of
wind. Therefore it was a pleasant sight to see these holy men vying
with one another to do battle with the devil, and much it repenteth
me that there be some ribald heletics that maintain full enviously
that these two saintly friars did so run, not for the devil that they
might belabor him, but for the booke that they might possess it.
It fortuned that the devil was already come to the place where
he had appointed the appointment and in his hand he had the
booke forsaid.
Much marvelled he when he beheld the two friars faring
thence. "I adjure thee, thou devil," said the Friar Gonsol from
afar off. "I adjure thee-give me that booke else will I take thee by
thy horns and hoofs and drub thy ribs together."
"Heed him not, thou devil," said the Friar Francis, "for it
is I that am coming to wrestle with thee and to overcome thee for
that boo]<e."
With such words and many more th~ two holy friars bore
down upon the devil; but the devil thinking verily that he was
about to be beset by the whole church militant, stayed not for their
COining but presently departed out of sight and bore the booke
with him.
UT WHEN
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at that time saw the devil fleeing
before two friars, so that, esteeming it to be a sign
of special grace, these people did ever thereafter
acknowledge the friars to be saints, and unto this
day you shall hear of ST. GONSOL and ST. FRANCIS.
Unto this day, too, doth the devil, with that same
booke wherewith he tempted the friar of old, beset and ensnare
)nen of every age and in all places.
(
.
Against which devil may heaven fortify us to do battle speedil~ and with successful issuance.
OW MANY PEOPLE

#. "

"

\. FINIS

J

.~

~
The text, initials, and illustration are from The Temptation of Friar Gonsol, by Eugene Field, published by Woodward & Lothrop, \Vashington,
D.C., in l<}Ol.
~

Although EUGENE FIELD (1850-1895) is best known for his whimsical
narrative and children's verse such as A Little Book of Western Verse,
!
.
~
With Trumpet and Drum, Wynken, Blynken and Nod, and other poetry
for children, he was also the author of such satirical pieces as Frian Gonsol
which appears above. A member at various times of the staffs of the St.
Louis Journal, Kansas City Times, Denver Tribune and Chicago Morning
News, he was both editor and columnist and many of his pieces appeared
first in the newspapers for which he wrote.
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Larman C. Wilson
THE DEGRADATION
OF THE DEMOCRATIC DOGMA
BROOKS AND HENRY ADAMS, RALPH ADAMS CRAM,
WALTER LIPPMANN, AND HENRY L. MENCKEN

Democracy substitutes election by the incompetent many for appointment by the corrupt tew.-G. B. Shaw. '
Man's capacity for ~ustice makes democracy possible; but man's in':,
c1ination to injustice makes democracy necessary.-R. Niebuhr. t

INTRODUCTION

The twentieth century-especially since World War I-has witnessed -an increasing number of indictments against democracy and
attempts to depreciate the Democratic Dogma. These indictments,
which have been frequent in the 1960's and the 1964 presidential campaign, particularly from the right of center and often with a racial
basis, provide' quite a contrast to -the "High Tide of DemQ~racy" at
the turn of the century and its "Golden Age" from 1900 to 1918using the labels of Edward Me-Burns (Ideas in Conflict). Although
these condemnations have various focal points, most of the critics
of democracy predicate their rationales upon the alleged incompetence
of the average man to govern himself and thereby indict democracy
as an incompetent political system. Certain developments and trends .
in society have brought out in sharp relief the role of the common man
vis-a.-vis public affairs-thus making him more vulnerable to those
impugning the Democratic Dogma. For example, the increasing technology and complexity inherent in contemporary, society-due to the
completed transition from an agriculturally oriented economy and
society to that with an industrial base-have placed herculean demands upon the individual. It is the apparent inability of the common

..
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man, "the unintellectual man-unaware of intellectual traditions and'
the history of thought" (William Albig, Modern Public Opinion), to
adjust to the social and~cal milieu and to consider and decide
more complicated issues, that has provided democracy's critics ~heir
raison d'etre.
Although the twentieth century attempts to deprecate the Democratic Dogma fell into several categories, ~e scope 9f this article !Will
be limited to the "incompetence" category-i.e., to. those critics who
dwell upon the incompetence of the average man iIi indicting democracy. This category is selected from David Spitz's Patterns of AntiDemocratic Thought in which he delineates and then analyzes the
. various categories of antidemocratic thought. Our examination will be
limited to the following democratic critics: Brooks and Henry Adams,
Ralph Adams Cram, Walter Lippmann, and Henry L. Mencken.
THE HOUSE OF ADAMS

It was the general skepticiJrn and pessimism toward deUJ10cracy
emanating from the two Adams brothers, Brooks and Henry, that set
the stage for their own, as well as other critics', polemics against the
Democratic Dogma. Two factors tended to condition their final outlook, which had evolved from an initial optimism toward democracy.
The first was the Adams' attempt to bring about a rapprochement
with American capitalism; and the second, especially by Brooks and
. Henry, to explain and reconcile them~elves to the demise of the
Adams family in American politics.
Charles Francis Adams, the two brothers' father, came the closest
to achieving the rapprochement with capitalism; but even he could
not surrender to State Street (Vernon Lopis Parrington, Main Currents in American Thought). Neither could his two sons make the
compromise, least of all Brooks. It was their inability to adjust to the
era that excluded them from exercising a role in AII;lerican politics
commensurate with their ability-for the attainment of power rer quires both ability and adjustment to the environment. It was the
ability of both John Adams and John Quincy Adams to adjust that
explained their rise to the presidency. However, the changes in
America brought about by Jacksonian democracy and the transition
·from agriculture to industry made it more difficult and virtually impossible for their offspring,' although still competent and able, to adjust.
" B~ooks Adams (1848-1927) maintained that the decline in the faith
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of democracy was exemplified by the political and diplomatic decline
of his family on the American scene. In order to portray this decline
he collected into a volume several of Henris essays-"The Tendency
of History" (1894), "A Letter to American Teachers of History"
(1910), and "The Rule of Phase Applied to History" (19°9) -and
entitled the collection The Degradation of the Democratic Dogma
(1919). it was in the introduction to these essays that Brooks presented his case that the Degradation had run its course in the Adams
family-from John Quincy to Brooks and Henry. In his. attempt to
portray the movement i)l thought in the Adams family, Brooks admitted that the faith in the Democratic Dogma ha~ been "strong in his
family" a century ago and had found expression through his grandfather, John Quincy Adams. Although both Brooks and Henry had
inherited a "strong belief" in democracy, certain events caused them
to become disillusioned with it as John Quincy also reacted to his
1828 defeat for a second term by Andrew Jackson.
Brooks Adams' early optimism and faith in democracy while a young
lawyer in Boston "had been shaken by personal experience in politics
and by the events attending the panics of 1893" (Thornton Anderson, '
Brooks Adams, Constructive Conservative). These events led him to
speculate on the causes of social decline and resulted in an 1895 volume, The Law of Civilization and Decay. In this work he developed
the theory that civilization, the product of social energy, adheres to
the physical law of mass: accelerating or retarding in ratio to the density of population. As population concentration (or industrialization)
increases, a centralization in social energy and mass results. This centralization soon leads to its own disintegration, which causes the social
energy and mass to Be decentraIlzed. Thus the social ebb and flow, or
history, is always from dispersion to concentration to centralization
and back again to dispersion. However, there are two phases of thought
-"manifestations of human energy"-that motivate the transitional
oscillations between "barbarism and civilization": fear and greed. Fear,
which culminates in the social rule of the priest, conduces primitive
or limited centralization; and greed, which is epitomized in the social
rule of the merchant, eonduces accelerating centralization. Therefore,
civilization proceeded in cycles propelled by fear and greed; fear gave
rise to religion and imagination, which soon produced an accelerated
social movement that led to a civilization governed by greed; greed, in
the quest for profits, dissipated through war and commerce the social
energy that religion had accumulated. Brooks, after developing and

,
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elaborating this theory, was convinced that the determining factors in
the rise and fall of empires were geography and economics.
Employing the theory developed in his 1895 volume, Brooks Adams
discerned that American capitalism was exemplified in th,e dominance
of greed and centralization. His application of this theory to America
was the main thesis of the resultant work, The Theory ~f Social Revolutions (19i 3). Althou~h in the United States centralization was
dominant with the capitalist in-charge, he saw their incapacity to maintain their own order. It was the inability of the capitalists in the skill
of administration-since advances in civilization represented advances
in administration as directed by the governing class-that would subsequently lead to a social dispersion. A further factor contributing to
the destruction of American capitalism was the dominance of the
profit motive, which had transcended all other skills. Thus the ineptness of the capitalists in the skill of administration and the omnipotence of the quest for profits would break the sinews which kept
American capitalism unifi~d.
It is apparent that Brooks Adams' investigations and theories leq
him to a most dismal view of man and democracy. His concept of
progress-the inexorable alternations between fear and greed-completely excluded man as having any place of influence in the formula.
In his introduction to the Degradation
the Democratic Dogma he
indicated certain tenets of his final philosophical position. As a result
of certain "difficulties in middle life," he came to look on man as a
"pure automaton, who is moved along the paths of least resistance
by forces over which he has no control." He admitted his reversion to
Calvinistic philosophy and the belief that the strongest human passions were fear and greed.
Henry Adams (1838-1918), his older brother, developed a theory
of history and a science of society related to natural science-analogous to the laws that were in operation in the field of physics. To
construct his theory of history he selected the Second Law of Thermodynamics: in the transformation of heat into energy, or vice versa,
there· is a certain ,amount of heat that is unavailable to be converted
into energy. This unavailability impressed Henry Adams and caused
him to believe in the constant dissipation of energy. As a result of his
study of thermodynamics, he adopted the metaphysical theory of
dualism: there were two kinds of force in experience-viz., centripetal
and centrifugal. The first, center-seeking, made for unity a_nd was
called'religion by man; the second, outer-seeking, made for multiplicity

of
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and was called science by man. Henry Adams contended that these
two forces were discernible in human experiences; e.g., the highest
peak of unity had been reached by man during medieval Christianity,
and the height of disunity was reflected by American capitalism. In
the fonner period religion predominated, in the latter science.
Mont-Saint-Michel and Chartres: A study of Thirteenth Century
Unity -( 19°5) is Henry Adams' interesting analysis of the unity
achieved by man during the thirteenth century by the adoration of the
Virgin Mary. It was this adoration that unified the 'era by transcending
man's instincts and desires. However, the discovery of the inductive
method and its subsequent application caused a change in the center
of focus. Now science supplanted man as the dynamic center of the
universe. The disintegration of faith in the thirteenth century and
the subsequent enthronement of science in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries stimulated Henry Adams to find the symbol of power I
that had replaced the Virgin Ma~as while he was attending the
Paris Exhibition in 1900 and observed t e dynamo that he came to be- /
lieve the machine was the modem sym e1._
The formulation of his law of the dissipation of energy led Henry
Adams to certain pessimistic conclusions re1ativ~ to the universe and
man. He could not believe that this was a teleological universe; it was
just the opposite. It was a universe of accelerated and dissipated decline that would lead to the eventual destruction of all life. The theory
of evolution was a fallacy, as postulated by Charles Darwin's Origin
of Species (1859) : life was not progressing upwar~, but was retr'ogressing. This was a mechanistic universe of mechanical forces that were
ruling the actions of man and society. This view he expressed concisely
in his autobiography, The Education of Henry Adams: A Study of
Twentieth Century Multiplicity (19°7), as follows: "Modern politics
is, at bottom, a struggle not of men but of forces.·" Another reflection
of his view of democracy was contained in the novel Democracy, published ailOnymously in 1879. In this novel-in which the hero, Senator
Ratcliffe, a master of p~itical organization who covers his dishonesty
with religion-the econ,bmic sources of political corruption are ignored and evil is attributed to the principle of democracy.
Thus both Brooks and Henry Adams arrived at a position of gloomy
pessimism vis-a-vis the universe, humanity and democracy. In keeping
with their deterministic historical rationales, which completely excluded the human element from the equation, their lack of faith in
democracy as a political system was obvious since there was no faith
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in humanity. They could not believe that -man had the power or ability purposely to control and direct his institutions. At least Henry
found a refuge in the thirteenth century when man had achieved
the epitome of unity to which he could turn; Brooks had no escape
but to await the chaos that he had prognosticated..
\
RALPH ~AMS CRAM

Mr. Cram (1863-1942) observed certain atavistic tendencies incontemporary society and, like Henry ~dams, found refuge in "the
Middle Ages. Not only had Cram read Adams' Mont-Saint-Miche1 and:
Chartres, but he wrote the introduction ,to the first public edition ex- .
pressing his praise. According to his view, man had achieved the high
point in his political development during the medieval era. He designated this high point as High Democracy and its "antithesis," the '
level prevalent in the twentieth century, as Low Democracy. Cram,
in his Convictions and Controversies (1935), defined democracy so
that its medieval orientation waS apparent: "... a democracy of
status and of diversified function, under an heirarchical, not an egalitarian system of organization." .The transition from High to Low
Democracy was the result of society's nonobservance of the central
truth of politics; viz., that the determining factor in government is the
human factor, and that the significant element within the human
factor is quality (The End of Democracy, 1937).T}1erefore the history of man is the conflict between the "qualitative" and "quantita-.
tive" factors.
Cram maintained that the deterioration of democracy was due Jo
its being controlled by men of "quantity" rather than those of "q'uafity." This was attributable to the erroneous assumption in huma.n
equality and perfectability. The first law in the "'Book of Man" was
inequality-in intelligence, character, and so on; for he accepted the
view, as posited by certain sociologists and biologists, that the majority
of people have the mentality of a fourteen-year old child. The great
mass of men-Neolithic Man, as he called them-are not capable of
organizing society, coping with its problems, or of self-govemmentfor they are of "deficient capacity." Cram further charged that democracy went out when "universal suffrage came in" since it meant the
submerging of "quality" by "quantity," by numeric~l ratios for determination. It was in this regard that Cram referred to general Jackson as the "veritable Nemesis of true democracy."
<'
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The travesty upon democratic rule in the twentieth century, according to Cram, was that the majority failed to select the most qualified
leaders. Instead, they selected leaders in their own image, which led
to the Nemesis of Mediocrity (a title Cram assigned to a diminutive
book that reflected his disillusionment resulting from World War I).
On account of this selective process, statesman~hip was extinct and
leadership had degenerated to a level equal to' that of the general
mass of voters. Thus the Hreign of mediocrity" resulted wherein democracy became a greater menace than autocracy.
It was only by reversing the retrogressive trend in the quality of
leadership, by eliminating the indiscriminate franchise, making it
once again
rivilege instead of a right, that society could break out
. torie seque ce of repetition: Democracy-Degeneration-Anof th
archy-Dictatorsnip= av -Revolution. Cram reversed President Wilson's famous slogan that he world must be made safe for democracy"
to read that Hdemocracy ust be made safe for the world."
It was in this manner tli Cram, perhaps taking his cue from the
Adams brothers, directed his lemics against the competence of the
average man to govern himself and choose qualified leaders, and
therefore the competence of democracy in which the role of the
average man loomed decisive.
WALTER LIPPMANN

This current writer (born in 1889) - "a latter-day Platonist yearning
for government by an informed elite," in the words of Edward McBurns (Ideas in Conflict)-contends that the people in the United
States, through the franchise, /lack the requisite information and experience to decide the complex issues that confront contemporary
government. This deficiency is especially apparent relative to matters
of peace and war: "The unhappy truth is that the prevailing public
opinion has been destructively wrong at the critical junctures. The
people have imposed a veto upon the judgements of informed and
responsible officials." (Essays in the Public Philosophy, 1955). The
genesis of this assertion is found in two of Lippmann's earlier works,
which dealt with the nature of public opinion 'and the public.
In a volume entitled The Phantom Public (1927), the author
posited the question: "The environment js complex. Man's political
capacity is simpk, can a bridge l;>e built bet~een them?" The thesis
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of the book, to answer the posited question, was that the public cannot and does not "successfully intervene in a controversy on the
merits of the ·case." Instead, they judge externally and act only supporting one of the interests directly involved. The "public," according
to Lippmann, is not a fixed body' of individuals; it is only those that
are personally affected by an action that make a decision. Another
explanation revealing the individual's inability to decide is that man's
and society's knowledge advances at a slower rate than that at which
action must be taken (Public Opinion, 1922). The. existence of a
time differential means that a decision made by the government, after
the view of the public has been ascertained, is no longer appropriate
to solve the original problem for decision. A further complicating
factor is the failure of democratic theory to acknowledge the inadequacy of self-centered opinions for securing good government.
This results in a perpetual confliCt between theory and practice. Lipp- ,
mann:s most recently presented explanation-Essays in the Public
Philosophy, 1955-is that there has developed-in the twentieth century,
especially in the United States, a "functional derangement of the relationship between the mass of the people and the government. The
people have acquired power which they are incapable of exercising,
and the governments they elect have lost powers which they must
recover if they are to govern."
The implications of Lippmann's thesis lead one to raise certain
questions about democratic government and the ballot as a political
instrument. Anticipating such a reaction by some of his readers, Lippmanri declared that he was a "liberal democrat" and had no desire
to "disenfranc\Iise" his fellow citizens. Instead, his hope was that both
liberty and democracy' could be preserved without destroying each
other. Directing himself to the question, "What then' are 'the true
boundaries of the people's power?," he arrived at the position that the
people can elect the government and remove it; but they cannot administer it, for a mass, obviously, cannot govern, per se. It is where
mass opinion dominates. the government that there is a "morbid derangement" of the true functions of power. Therefore, the "malady" of
democratic government has resulted from a disruption in relation between two functions-governing and representing. Unfortunately, according to Lippmann, the power of the executive has been "enfeebled"
under duress from the legislative branch and mass opinions. It is this
situation that has made democratic governments prone to errors at
~
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critical times and which, if not corrected by a proper rapprochement
between the governing and representing functio.ns, will cause the
demise of the Western democracies.
It was much earlier in Lippmann's writing career .that he attacked
m~orii:y rule. In an article-"Why Should the Majority Rule?"
(Harper's, March 1926)-he took issue with those who viewed majority
rule as being sacrosanct. Lippmann held that there was no justification
for the view that the opinions of 51 % were necessarily superior to
those of 49%. Majority rule was the rule of force in which might
makes right. In spite of his criticisms Lippmann did concede that, although the opinion qf 51 % was not the true opinion of the entire
100%, it might be a closer approximation than that of 49%. Also, the
majority rule was the "mildest form" by which to exercise the force of
numbers.
Thus it appears that Lippmann, though paying lip service to
popular democracy, implies that the governing facet must be given
more decisive power, which means a substraction from the representing facet. The problems that face contemporary governments in the
West and their concomitant issues upon which the public must make
a decision, must be limited to the realm of broad, general alternatives
within the purview of which the administrators operate by exercising
their own prer~gatives.
HENRY

L. MENCKEN

·This cynical critic of democracy, ·a self-educated journalist, was no
contributor to American political theory. As somewhat of a muckraker
gone awry, when he's compared to Lincoln Steffen, Henry L. Mencken
(1880-1956) likewise impugned democracy as based upon the alleged
incompetence of the average man. Like Lippman, he held that the
multiplicity of issues to b~ decided in a democracy are too complex for
the public and, because of the time facto,r, could not be submitted to
them for an opinion. Mencken accepted the view, like Cram, of certain sociologists and biologists that the mentality of the average man
.was equivalent to that of a fourteen-year-old child. In Notes on Democracy (1926) he maintained that the common man had a "congenital
incapacity for the elemental duhes of citizens in a civilized state." In
Nietzschean terms-he wrote a 'volume entitled The Philosophy of
Friedrich Nietzche (1908)-Mencken believed the average man, a
."natural slave himself," could not understand the desire for liberty in
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his superiors, and really did not desire to be free but wanted' to be
"safe."
-:
He took to task the process of education in a democracy as being
completely futile. Since man was incompetent anyway-even the
White race which was at the apex of the social pyramid (the Negro
was at the bottom) -education could exert no beneficial or elevating
influence. Man was "congenitally unteachable" and therefore education,could make no inroads (with Robert Rives La Monte, Men Versus ~he Man, 1910).
Although Mencken was opposed to democracy, he did state that
government in both the United States and the United Kingdom was
the Ilbest, safest, and most efficient" ever created. Their Ilbeneficent
practice" was due to the fact that democratic theory could not be
achieved in actual practice. Happily, in his view, each citizen did not
\
have an equal voice in the process of government.
CONCLUSION

As our examination of certain critics of democracy has revealed,
they predicate their indictments of democracy upon the proposition
that democracy as a form of goyemment is impossible since it is based
upon the common man, who is incompetent and motivated by
emotion and ignorance. However, the deprecating of the ave~ge
citizen's competence does not, ipso facto, refute the principle and
philosophy of democratic government.
Democracy is not contingent upon the complete competence of
the common man or the man-in-the-street to cope with the manifold
and complex issues facing contemporary government. One of the
main prerequisites of democratic government-the only system of
government that maintains the procedures for its own correction-is
the responsibility of the leaders t9 the electorate. This relationship is
assured by the ballot. The people, by the franchise and public opinion,
provide the general outline a'nd frame of reference for the leaders
within whicH the latter function and attend to the minutiae concomitant to government. It cannot be presupposed that the average
man has the expertise to cope with the gamut of governing problems;
but the leader he elects should and must possess this requisite knowledge. Admittedly, there are' ways of demonstrating the incompetence
of the average citizen in ce~tain areas; but he is at least competent to
make two types of decisioits: 1) to determine the, general ends to
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which governmental policy is to be directed, 'and '2) to determine who
is to compose the government (Spitz).
It is apparent also that the equation 9£ democracy with the majority
is not completely valid since 1) the majority, per se, cannot rule; 2)
the difficulty in determining the majority; and 3) the majority is constantly shifting. A number of writers-John C. Calhoun, Alexis de
Tocqueville, James Bryce, Walter Lippmann, inter alia-have voiced
fears of the "tyranny of the majority." Professor Dahl, in attempting
to find methods for constructing a theory of democracy, concluded
that the majority rarely rules on matters of specific policy. Instead,
specific policies are produced by the rule of minorities. Therefore, he
maintained that majority rule was mainly a "myth," which thus relegates the tyranny of the majority also to the "myth" category: " . . .
if the majority cannot rule, surely it cannot be tyrannical." Certainly
majority rule is essential but it is not the sole criterion; with it are
related definite minority rights.
Otto Butz (at Man and Politics) provides a direct answer to
Walter Lippmann's "malacly" thesis of democratic government. He
believes that the electorate can be "induced" to develop the necessary
concern and knowledge for "responsible democratic political participatipn." It is the task of the leadership to teach and educate the electorate
about the "facts of public life and of their significance for the nation's
and the world's future." As Professor Hallowell has so aptly stated:
"The degradation of man is amply attested to by the events of our
time. . . . We know full well the depths to which men can sink.
What we need to remind ourselves of are the heights to which men
may climb." (The Moral Foundation of Democracy).
~
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MENCKEN AND INDIVIDUALISM
THOUGH HISTO~IANS have begun to redress the balance, .the popular
conception of the Twenties in America remains that of an era unparalleled in superficiality, an essentially frivolous decade characterized by
Prohibition, Red-scares, anti-evolution statutes and a concerted effort
to return to a style of life that Harding christened "normalcy." No
critic contributed more thiough his writings to the creation of an
image of Amerioa as a fundamentally vapid, jejune civilization than
H. L. Mencken, the Baltimore sage who developed a prose style yet
unmatched for color and vividness of metllphor in American journalism and who devoted his undisputed polemical abilities largely to tabulating and excoriating the antics of what he called Boobus americanus.
Curiously, interest in Mencken, as evidenced by the republication
sale of' a sizable portion of his work and by numerous articles about
him, has increased wonderouslyas of late. I think an explanation for
his present popularity lies in his conception of individualism, a con- ..
ception which has a psychological appeal for a generation to whom
the luxury of unadulterated negativeness as a style of life is denied.
Analysis of Menckenian individualism affords some insight into the
profound differences which separate the tone of political life of the ~
Twenties from that of the Sixties.
\
Although Mencken generally avoided the terms "individualism"
and "individualist," his theory of individualism is implicit in his ~on
scious and crude division of men into two mutually exclusive classes:
the elite or "civilized minority,'" and the preponderant majority of
Americans, a group which constitutes "the most timorous, sniveling,
poltroonish, ignominious mob of serfs and goose-steppers ever gathered
under one flag in Christendom since the end of the Middle Ages."1
Only the former, the elite, are biologically capable of independent
thought and action. They alone possess reasoning power and creative
ability. All other Americans are motivated exclusively by envy and
hatred of their betters;,Pnd, unable to express themselves authentically',
?

~
.

~":"--'"
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unwilling to defer socially to their betters, and unable even to appreciate the achievements of their moral and intellectual superiors, the
mob relieves its gnawing sense of inferiority by suppressing that which
it cannot comprehend. Such, in brief, is Mencken's understanding of
the nature of man. "Men are not alike," he argued, "and very little
can be learned about the mental processes of a congressman, an icewagon driver or a cinema actor by studying the mental processes of a
genuinely superior man." 2 Only the "genuinely superior" have individuality.
Mencken's published work spanned six decades, but my concern
here is with th,e ideas Mencken expressed in the Twenties, the period
in which he, as editor of The American Mercury, reached the zenith
of his prestige and influence. His conception of individualism may be
best understood in comparative terms. There are at least two alternative interpretations of Menckenian individualism, neither of which,
in my view, yields a concept approaching the maturity and profundity
of Tocqueville's original description of individualism as that ". . .
mature and calm feeling which disposes each member of the community to sever himself from the mass of his fellows and to draw apart
with his family and his friends . . . [and thus leave] society at large
to itself."3 For Tocqueville individualism is a sociological phenomenon which results from a general equality of social conditions and
which carries no normative conn.otation. The image of the Tocquevillian individualist is that of a man who suffers myopia. This citizen
clearly perceives only his immediate personal interests; social goals and
needs <lre but blurs in his vision. Tocqueville employs individualism as
a conceptual tool to grapple with the difficulties of restructuring an
atomi~tic culture liberated from the rigidity of European class society,
but Menckenian individualism struggles with no task more socially
significant or arduous than delineating the stance of the "genuinely
superior" man toward society and is almost Emersonian in its rejection
of indigenous cultural values. Mencken, Emerson, and Thoreau
would presumably agree that the values of their respective societies
were untenable, for to them individualism consisted largely of asserting oneself against received social standards. However, where
Thoreau made his protest concrete by physically withdrawing from his
society, Mencken gloried in the material prosperity of the Twenties,
remained solidly within his culture, and from this vantage point pronounced American civilization a huge but vastly amusing fraud.
One way to characterize Menckenian individualism is to treat it
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as simply a rather bald example of cultural nihilism. Individualism,
demonstrated by assailing th,at which society holds sacred, reduces
to iconoclasm, and no occasion is missed to point out that the Emperor is, in fact, nude. This narrow concept of individualism) which
Mencken exemplified, can exist whenever men totally reject the prevailing norms of .their society, but only when individualism is restricted
to ~hi~ meaning is t1e Menckenian version more than a historical
CUrIOSIty.
~
It would be more accurate, however, to consider Mencken as rep'resentative of a type of individualism which flourished in a specific
period of American history, namely, from the end of World War I
to the beginning of the Great Depression.·1t is now apparent that
, beneath the facade of trivia1ity which Mencken himself helped to
create, traditional behavior patterns Wet~ ,being undermined as the
benefits of modem technology were extended to the economy as a
whole. For the first time, consumer duiabl~ were being mass produced, the automobile was revolutionizi~ocial mobility, and, as
industrialization proceeded, the United States was increasingly being
transformed from an agrarian to an urban society. Rural attitudes and
beliefs were often rejected before urban values could be appropriated
and internalized, with resulting cultural confusion. To Mencken this
meant only that he would experience no difficulty· in 'slaking his "unashamed taste for the bizarre and indelicate, by congenital weakness
for comedy of the grosser varieties. The United States, to my mind, is
incomparably the greatest sho~ on earth." 4
Vie~ed historically, Menckenian individualism thus logically resulted from the union of a man who had long been convinced of his
"congenital"-the term is a favorite of Mencken's-superiority to the
mass of his fellows with a decade particularly susceptible to l'comedy
of the grosser varieties." He prided himself on his Getman ancestry,5
contact with ordinary Americans in Baltimore confirmed his conviction
of hereditary superiority, and a sympathetic reading of Nietzsche
seemS to have increased his arrogance. If Mencken' did not discern in
his own personality the traits of the Uberrnensch, he could at least
count himself among the elite from which the Nietzschean Uberrnenschen might someday evolve. 6 Armed with this unquestioned assumption of moral and intellectual superiority and fortified by a prose
style fully sensitive to the color of the American language, Mencken
judged American culture and found it an unqualified disaster.
With the exceptions of economic~, where he was rigorously ortho- "
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dox, and civil liberties, which he genuinely cherished, few institutions
escaped his scorn, and with his uproarious, though specious generalizations, he shattered the pretensions of politicians, academics, the
clergy, journalists, social reformers;and frauds of every variety. Among
critics, Mencken was the greatest debunker of the Twenties, but his
contribution to American culture was whoVy a ~egative one. His basic
attitude toward life was summarized in ~torial written in collaboration with George Jean N~than for the first issue of The Ameri.can Mercury. Their magazine, they claimed, would be unique among
American periodicals because
. . . it is entirely devoid of messianic passion. The Editors have heard
no Voice from the burning bush. They will not cry up and offer for
sale any sovereign balm, whether political, economic, or aesthetic, for
all the sorrows of the world ... they doubt that any such sovereign
balm exists or that they will ever see it hereafter. The world, as they
see it, is set down with at least a score of painful diseases, all of them
chronic and incurable; nevertheless, they cling to the notion that
human existence remains predominantly charming. 7

Like Thoreau, Mencken believed he was born to live in the world,
not change it. However hopelessly mediocre American life might be,
Mencken found it far too amusing to consider "signing-off;', and it
is this perennial quest for amusement that clistinguishes the Menckenian individualist. Implicit in the tone of his writings are the assumptions that Mencken and his reader constitute two of a handful of
the "genuinely superior" men left in America; that the proper function
of such men is simply to deflate common illusions; and that the
supply of native quackeries and imbecilities is inexhaustible. The
Menckenian individualist proved his superiority by relentlessly attacking the values of the American society in the Twenties. Only
m,embers of the "civilized minority" were capable of this means of
self-expression, a.nd, since American culture was unmistakably stamped
with the pr:ejudices of its'inferior, grasping majority, elitist iconoclasm
became the expression of individualism.
Mencken's argument against social reform has a Spencerian fl'avor.
Both men embraced Darwinism, and both believed that conscious
attempts to reform society were dangerous as well as futile. Nevertheless, while Spencer envisioned evolution as an inexorable process
leading men ultimately to some ill-defined state of perfection and felt
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that .reforms would only interfere with the 'evolutionary mechanism,
Mencken gratuitously dismissed reform proposals on the grounds that
. the overwhelming majority of Americans were "congenitally" incapable of significant self-improvement in any form.
, According to Mencken, social and political problems confronting
the nation were either insignificant or irremedial, and hence nothing
should be done. It is notorious that Mencken did not seriously address
himself to really significant issues. For example, although American
farmers felt the effects of the Depression long before 1929, Mencken
could discover in the farmers' complaints about falling prices only
additional evidence of the innate' selfishness of the Bauer, who was,
after all, "... simply a tedious fraud and ignoramus, a cheap rogue
and hypoc~ite, the etJrnal Jack of the human pack. He deserves all
that he suffers under our economic system, and more." 8 Wit became
an essentially evasive device, allowing Mencken to sidestep the more
~ifficult task of dealing positively with social ills. This attitude of complacency toward social problems is predicated upon good times, a fact
which Mencken dimly recognized in his celebrated essay, 440 n Being
an American." Less hardy intellectuals might renounce the United
States'as a sterile civilization, but Mencken himself would remain, "on
the dock, wrapped in the flag:'9 because only ih America could his
requisites for happiness be fully realized. He must be

.'

a. Well-fed, unhounded by sordid cares, at ease in Zion.
b. Full of a comfortable feeling of superiority to the massrs of my
fellow-men.
c. Delicately and unceasingly amused acc~rding to my tastes. 10

Generaiprosperity, the assurance of one's superiority and the endless
search for amusement, then, are all closely related to Menckenian
individualism. Well-fed himself, Mencken wrote for equally affluent
readers, fellow elitists eager to relish the mob's latest inanity. These
keys to Mencken's happiness furnish the basic explanation of his precipitous decline in public esteem and influence with the advent of the,
bepression. When the prosperity of the Twenties proved illusory,
fewer people found Mencken's polemics funny or relevant. Nothing
in Mencken's experience had prepared him for an economic crisis
akin to the Depression, and Charles Angoff, Mencken's critical biographer and close associate on the Mercury, relates that Mencken long
remained skeptical of the Depression's seriousness. He pe,rsistently
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referred to it as an invention of Hcharity racketeers." 11 When Mercury
sales dropped from 60,000 to 20,000 a month, he left the magazine
- and went into semi-isolation at his Baltimore home, emerging periodically tb denounce the New Deal as a "political racket, .. that and
nothing more." 12 His world was gone forever.
Menckenian individualism, then; was basically a phenomenon of
the Twenties. Some insight into his notion of individualism may be
gained through an inspection of Notes on Democracy, his attempt to
analyze democratic man which appeared in 1926. Analysis of this
book helps to clarify the assumptions which lie behind Mencken's
.
theory of the individualist as elitist iconodast.
In Notes on Democracy, Mencken attempted to provide scientific
documentation for what was actually a simplistic intuition concerning
the Hinferiority of the mob." To his chagrin, contemporaries received
. the book coolly, and one close friend told Mencken that he had a
Hfishmonger's view of the world." 13. Read today, it is difficult to disagree. What is one to make of a work purporting to contribute seriously to democratic theory which begins, «Democracy came into the
Western world to the tune of sweet, soft music." 14 Characteristic
Menckenian sarcasm, vituperation, specious generalizations, and false
analogies abound, so that while the book is a delight to read, it is
difficult to believe Mencken is entirely in earnest.
_
All sensible men have observed that human beings differ markedly
in mental ability, and now, Mencken remarks, this commonsense'
/
finding has been confirmed by modern intelligence tests. From this
fact of unequal abilities Mencken concludes that only a few gifted
individuals have the intellectual capacity to reject the «immemorial
fears of the race . . . the vast majority of men are congenitally incapable of any such intellectual progress."15 No empirical evidence of
consequence is adduced to support this sweeping generalization. Fear
and envy motivate these pathetic creatures, and, since ultimate political power in a democracy rests with the people (read mob), "The
statesman becomes, in the last analysis, a mere witch-hunter, a glorified
smeller and snooper, eternally chanting (Fe, Fi, Fo, Fum!'" 16 Nor
could the tone of politics be raised by persuading «genuinely superior"
men to run for public office; such a proposal would He analogous, in
Mencken's opinion, to suggesting that the Hremedy,for prostitution is
to fill the bawdy-houses with virgins."17 This analogy of course makes
a farce of politics. The ~1enckenian individualist considers politics an
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amusing pastime, but unworthy of active participation. This stance of
political withdrawal among American intellectuals was largely destroyed by the Depression, which saw a goodly number of former
Mercury subscribers join the New Deal. .
According to Mencken, ideals of freedom and honor lie eternally
beyond the reach of the average citizen and "belong only to his superiors." 18 OnlYI an elite possesses the heritage of true freedom, all
of whom, Mencken contends,

I

... descended, whether legitimately or by -adultery, from the lords
of the soil or from the patricians of the free towns. It is my contention that slJch a heritage is necessary in order that the concept
of liberty ... [be] grasped-that such ideas, cannot be implanted in
the mind of man at will, but must be bred in as all other basic ideas
are bred in. 19

CharacteristicallY.; Mencken makes no attempt to prove ~sstatement,
and the reader wonders what sort of "liberty" he had i mind. Reversing Robert Owen, Mencken totally ignores the influe ce of environment upon intelligence. For him, heredity alone accounts for
excellence or for inferiority. In a metaphor reminiscent of the folk beliefs of the more untutored segregationists, Mencken argues that "It
takes quite as long to breed a libertarian as it takes to breed a racehorse. Neither may be expected to issue from a farm-mare." 2() Suffice
it to say that Mencken would have difficulty locating a reputable
social scientist who would take hjs oversimplified views on intelligence
seriously today.
/
.'
Individualism of the Menckenian variety disappeared when the Depression revealed its inherent shallowness. Based on nothing more
enduring than a perennial search for the amusing and the vulgar (and
granting that there was much th~t was amusing and vulgar in American culture in the Twenties as ~ll as today), Menckenian i1]dividualism was out of place, to put it mildly, in a pefiod of widespread
economic collapse. To the modern 'reader it .appears escapist-hence
charming-but essentially superficial. It is difficult to imagine a modern Mencken, ~for the exigencies of the atomic age do not permit an
attitude of unvarnished negativism or unconcern; The Menckenian
individualist observes and ridicules, but he does not participate, and
this,is his ultimate failure.- "The United States," he once wrote, "is
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essentially a commonwealth of thjrd-rate men,"21 and in the history
of American individualism, it is difficult to believe that Menckenian
individualism was itself more than a third-rate variety.
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Amado Muro
SUNDAY IN LITTLE CHIHUAHUA
I WAS A BOY, not long up from Parral, I lived with my uncle
Rodolfo Avitia, my mother Amada Avitia de Muro, and my sisters
Consuelo and Dulce Nombre de Mana in EI Paso's "Little Chihuahua" quarter.
.
Next door to the blockhouse tenement in which we lived was a
tiny cafe called La Perla de Jalisco. This cafe was run by Dona Antonia Olvera, a jolly and industrious woman from Guadalajara nicknamed Tona la Tapatia.
Dona Antonia kept busy all day long, humming a Guadalajarena
while she worked. Her cafe spec~alized in dishes ~ found elsewhere in Little Chihuahua.
Tona la Tapatia served the sugar tamales that make Oaxaquenos'
mouths water. She also made the delicate, wispy tortillas, the biggest
and thinnest in all Mexico, that are among the great prides of Sonora.
When a countryman tired of eating the thick~ freckled flour tortillas
made by Chihuahua hOtJsewives, he would go to La Perla for an agree- /
able change, secure in the knowledge that not even the tortilla fac·tories could equal Dona Antonia's products in fineness or texture.
Then, too, Tona served cafe con leche just as they do in Mexico
City cafes', with each cup of ~offee more than half-filled with boiling
milk. Where, if not to La Perla, would a countryman seeking a cup
of hot champurrado go on a cold winter night? And was anyone ever
known to impugn the quality of the pancitas which Dona Antonia
put into her steaming menudo, a dish known to every Chicano as the
only sure cure for a hangover?
Le Perla de Jalisco was a neat and clean cafe. On each immaculate
table a small dish of chile bravo could always be found and over the
front 'door hung a picture of Juventino Rosas, who besides being the
composer of Sabre las Olas, was a tapatio himself.
At a front table Tona's husband, Don Ignacio Olvera, sat all day
long with his philosophy books;- and his bullring reviews stacked up
in neat piles before him. He was the preSi; the Jos': y Jnan
WHEN
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bullfight club, and also acted as border correspondent for El Redondel,
a bullfight magazine published in Mexico City. For his literary services, Don Ignacio received no money at all. But he did obtain passes
to the corridas in Ciudad Juarez and the satisfaction of seeing the
name "I. Olvera, corresponsal" at the end of his nUl1)erous and popular articles.
Between his exhaustive studies of Plato, whom he referred to as the
Divine Greek, and his equally exhaustive studies of the matador
Rafael Gomez "El Gallo," whom he referred to as the Divine Baldhead, he "managed to earn a scholar's reputation for himself "in the
quarter. .
Don Ignacio Olvera was a short, pudgy man with deeply imbedded
eyes that kept blinking constantly as though trying to beat their way
out of the morass of soggy flesh that surrounded them. His cheekbones were smothered beneath puffs of suety skin that made his
round face appear boneless. To Little Chihuahua's genteel residents
he was known as the Panzon because of his bobbling paunch. But the
quarter'$ more robust residents knew him' as Nalgas de Aplauso, a
nickname inspired by his elephantine hips which swayed like a woman's when he walked.
Don Ignacio sat in the cafe all day long playing Novillero and
Agustin Lara's Silverio over and over again on the jukebox while he
pore~ over metaphysical disquisitions and bullfight reviews, gathering
matenarfor his long articles dealing wjth pa~t and present bullfighters.
He also wrote poems dedicated to Mexican matadores and these, too,
were published in EI Redondel.
Where was the boy in Little Chihuahua who could not recite the
verse about the way Andres Blando kqled the bull Cuatro Milpas
with one oi the mightiest sword thrusts ever seen in the Ciudad
Juarez Plaza?
On that day Don Ignacio Olvera wrote:
Andres Blando ba descubierto
Una manera de berir
Que no 1a comprende nadie
Ni es faci1 de definir.
.And what Little Chihuahua aficianado did not know by heart the
satirical ballad he composed on the day the unhappy novilleros Juan
Estrada "Gallo" and Jose Lagares "EI Piti" heard the three warning

\
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bugles and underwent the humiliation of seeing novillos they could
not kill returned to the corrals by the trained oxen?
Of that unlucky day, Don Ignacio had written:
No quiero carne del toro
Que Lagares no mato.
La quiero del de Gallito
Que vivo se 10 dejo.
But despite the popularity of his poems, it was generally agreed that
Don Ignacio's renown rested on a foundation of solid prose. His most
famous article was written on the day the matador Luis Castro, nicknamed "EI Milician de Mixcoac," cut the ears, tail, and hoof of the
great bull Mariposa from the San Diego de Los Padres herd. He described the performance thus:
. "Luis Castro fights with the gaiety and the abandon of the gypsies
who dance nude amid flowering lemon trees in Sevilla's joyous San
Bernardo quarter, where the great torero Pepe Luis Vazquez was
born. He smiles at the bull as Othello would have smiled had hIS
blindness not kept him from seeing that his Desdemona was f~ithful.
His vibrant cape rises in a harmonious curve like the swallows which
make their nests in the eaves of the Church of Omnia Santorum
where Juan Belmonte, the Triana Earthquake, was- baptized.
"Plato nailed to the door oj his Academy the disconcerting words
'None Shall Enter Without, ~nowing Geometry.' And by his work
with the cape and muleta today our great military- man of the-bullring won the right to enter the Divine Greek's Academy unchallenged. The red ellipses of his interminable derechazos, the moving
and deeply poetic circumference of his pase de pecho, the semiG-iKular
tragedy of his larga cordobesa, showed us that Luis Castro, too, knows
geometry.
_
('Today ~ur valiant soldier proved that his heart is as big and round
as that great gypsy moon of which the unlucky poet Garcia Lorca has
sung. So he conquered -the noble bull Mariposa, who, like all true ribbon bulls, had flies on his face and -defenses like the branches of the
milennial ahuehuete trees in Chapultepec Park.
"Thales de Mileto would have said his movement with the tape
represented a perfect conjugation of music and geometry. A poe't' like
Ronsard would have said that the rhythm of our soldier's nluleta
was like the 'agile and beautiful flight of a bird. Becquer would have
f
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said its magic was that of a ballad heard in the mysterious depths of
the Moruno Quarter of Santa Cruz de Sevilla at three in the morning,
the hour when the gypsies' hearts stop beating. For Luis Castro's
muleta has that suave sweep of which the great Nicaraguan poet has
spoken.
"Amiable readers, today I have learned that the smell of a brilliant
bullfighter is overpowering. That is because it is impregnated with
the odor of greatness. When I saw Luis Castro's farol de rodillas, I
thought that the great Rodolfo Gaona, our beloved Caliph of Leo, had
come out of retirement to tread the sands of the bullring once more.
Marian Azuela was born to be a great novelist. Rafael de Urbino was
born to be a great painter. And the 'Mixcoac Militiaman' was born to
be a great matador.
4"Luis Castro, my hand is extended to you. You have brought a new
sense of joy, a new sense of danger to the ancient art of Cuchares.
Matador, I salute you. OIe, for the profession of the thousand marvels,
the most beautiful of all the fiestas."
On Sundays after the eight o'clock Mass at the Church of San
Juan de Los Lagos was over, the children of our neighborhood attended the Pachangas put on by Don Ignacio.
This was held in the corral behind the Perla de Jalisco. Don Ignacio would get out the brilliant cape which Luis Castro had presented him in gratitude for his encomiastic article. He also got out
a muleta which had been given' him by the matador Carlos Vera
"Canitas" in appreciation for an article in which he had compared
the young bullfighter's execution of the lasernista pass to that of its
inventor,Victoriano de la Serna himself.
On the mornings of the Pachangas, Don Ignacio was nervous as
the bullfighters who await their turns in Mexico City's Cuator Caminos Plaza. On the nights before, he stiffened his cape with fish
jelly and on windy Sundays he weighted down his muleta with wet
sand.
. For his Pachangas, Don Ignacio had trained a chow dog he called
Mariachi to charge like a bull. He had taught the dog to follow the
.sway of Luis Castro's cape and Carlos Vera's muleta just as a real bull
would do. The dog Mariachi was named after a famous bull from the
Corlome herd.
On the blistering Sundays when Mariachi was listless and came to ..
the lures sluggishly, Don Ignacio heaped insults upon him.
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"Son of a bad cow/' he reviled him. "Solemn manso, blind burro,
.
Little Sister of Charity."
But on the cold winter Sundays wheij the dog's body was throbbing
with vigor and he came to the lures with a straight and true charge,
Don Ignacio prasied him extravagantly.
"This is a great and intelligent bull, a rich bo'nbon from the Corlome herd," he gravely informed the children. "Chamacos, I tell you
this brave bull de bandera knows Latin, Greek, German, Sanskrit, and
CaI6."
Don Ignacio wore bullfighting pumps during the Pachangas. An
ancient montera-battered and frizzled-surmounted his massive nead.
He cited the dog by patting the hardpan earth with his slipperea reet.
"Ay, toro," he bellowed at the top of his lungs. (·'Ven aca, little
.
pear in sweet sauce."
The dog Mariachi, long since grown accustomed,.to the vagaries of '
Don Ignacio's mercurial temperament, would look up at his globular
master with a resigned expression. Then after a moment he would
begin to paw at the earth with his hind legs just as a real bull would do.
"Ay va por ustedes," Don Ignacio would then yell as the dog
charged the cape his corpulent master held behind him in the beautiful style invented by Romero Freg.
The delighted children would crown each pass with an Ole. They·
whooped and hollered hilariously when Don Ignacio, puffing and
wheezing, lowered himself to his pudgy knees in order to execute
;'
the dangerous cambio a Porto Gayola.
\ Don Ignacio always explained the origin of every lance and pass to
the excited spectators.
"Muchachitos, this one is la Saltillera. It is so called because it was:
created by our great countryman, Fermin Espinoza, 'Armillita,' also
known as the Maestro of Saltillo."
Most of us had been going to the Pachangas so long we )mew all
the lances and passes by heart.
"You, Macario Bueno," Don Ignacio would shout. "Tell me, who
created the Sa!1juanera and how did this pass get its name?"
"Luis Procuna, EI Berrendito de San Juan de Letran, invented the
pass," a small, poorly dressed boy would answer from somewhere in
the crowd. "He called it la sanjuanera because he sold tacoi in
San Juan de Letran section in the capital."
Don Ignacio always ended the Pachangas with • SUiCi\:~S of

the
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his own invention which he had named la olverina. This pass resembled an inverted manoletina in which the bullfighter stands with his
back to the bull. For 'years Don Ignacio had been trying to persuade
some of Mexico's most noted bullfighters to try it out in the ring. But,
recognizing the pass as a certain passport to eternity, they had courteously but consistently refused.
After the Pachangas were over, Don Ignacio always started for the""
back door of the cafe, ostensibly to wash himself down with estropajo.
But the clamorous cries of the children and the shouts of the men and
women massed on the balconies of the adjacent tenements never
failed- to bring him back.
. "The ballad, Don Nacho/' the crowd yelled. "The ballad of Nino
de La Palma."
~~'Ay Maria, madre mia," Don Ignacio complained every Sunday.
"Muchachitos, it's hot as three o'clock in Acapulco, and I swear by
our sainted Guadalupana, the Senora' of all the world and the Mother
of the Mexicans, that I've got to dress for the bullfight."
, But the children and the men and women always disregarded his
protests. "The ballad, Don Nacho," they hollered. "Recite the
ballad."
Don Ignacio always ended by shrugging his shoulders and waving
everyone into silence. He would take off the dusty montera, throw his
head back, and square his shoulders. His, stentorian voice, quivering
with emotion, pierced the air like a flamenco singer's cry.
All of its, had learned poems by Longfellow in the American school,
all of us had learned poems by Juan de Dios peza and Antonio Plaza
in our homes, but at that age of our lives no poem we had known
could make our hearts beat as fast as did Las Chuflillas del Nino de
la Palma.
With the throbbing intensity of his bass voice, Don Ignacio could
make us all see the Ronda bullfighter, son of a shoemaker and once
pOQr like ourselves, in his great hour' of victory at Vista Alegre on the
&l~ when the Bank of Spain opened its doors to him. He could make·
u~~ hear the cry of the Nino, drunk with the exultation of his tri,~pn;·.as, 'be called .ta·the brave Campo Varela bull, chall~ging the
£~e animal to charge and catch him.
Vengas 0 no en busca mla
Torillo, mala persona,
/
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Dos cirios y una corona
Tendras en la enfermerfa
Que alegrfa
C6geme, torillo nero
Que salero.
i

i .

The deafening applause would rise, over the corral in a thundering
tympany. The children would sing and whistle the quick gay Diana.
At the Pachangas even the most melancholy children were laughing
and happy. Once I remember seeing Juana de la Torre there. She
was the ugliest girl in our school, so ugly that even the gentlest girls: •
in our class taunted her and called her Juana la Marrana. But on the:
day I saw her there at the Pachanga she was laughing. I could never:'
remember seeing her laugh before.
.
There, too, I saw Guillermo Diaz. Ordinarily Memo Diaz looked
tired and sad. He was then eleven years c;>ld and he lived in an earthenfloored casucha with eight other members of his family. Already he
had spent a year in the city-county hospital tuberculosis ward. But
at the Pachanga that day Memo's face was radiant.
After the recitation was over, the crowds of jubilant children began
to disperse. Standing at the back do01:' of the cafe, Don Ignacio
watched until the last child was gone. r remember him best as he
stood there with a smile on hi~ face.
Many years later when I was a young man of twenty, I sat in La
Buena Fe shoe shop and heard my big, burly uncle Rodolfo defend
Don Ignacio against two of our countrymen who were bitterly damning him as a preposterous poseur, a drone, and a parasite, a ratero''who
lived off his wife.
"CaIlense, sons of the Great Seven," my aroused uncle·told them
at last.
. .
He stormed out of the shoe shop and I followed him. We walked
down South Stanton Street toward Ciudad Juarez slowly. And I
asked my uncle Rodolfo why he had defended Don Ignacio Olvera
against charges that were only too true, and why he had become so
angry.
My uncle Rodolfo looked at me with a sheepish expression. He
started to tell me and then suddenly stopped. He tool< off his big
Zacatecas sombrero, and ran his hand tl,lrough his gray hair.
"Que caray," my uncle said, flushing wit~ the embarrassment of
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his struggle to express an emotion that I am sure he considered unmanly.
He kept his brown face averted from mine. After a moment he got
the words out.
HSon," my uncle Rodolfo said slowly without looking at me. "It
is just that Don Nacho can make children laugh."
He clamped his sombrerote back down on his head. Then he
looked over at me with a defiant expression as though challenging me
to smile back at him in derision.
After that we walked over to Ciuelad Juclrez to eat fritanga and
drink a Chiquita Chihuahua together!

' " AMADO MURq, born in Parral, Chihuahua, Mexico, and now employed
in El Paso, is the son of a singer and composer of Mexican ballads. NMQ
has published his stories in three previous issues; Arizona Quarterly and
Americas' Magazine have also published his work. His varied experiences
(as field hand, smelter, construction worker, icedock worker, among many
others) include that of shipping out of New Orleans as a seaman and
visiting Greece, Venezuela and Brazil. As a child his aunt read .to him
stories by the great Mexican writers such as Munoz, Azuela, Romero and
Ruben Compos who, he says have influenced his writing and whom he 'h~
taken as "models in life." He has written about the people with whom he
has lived and worked and, as Mariano Azue1a said of the good' Mexican
writers, "never made things up."
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ANNEITE DEAN

TOLEDO - EL GRECO
Revise the De Profundis,
Else drape the boming ~nus
More easily than verbalize
Toledo in the distance.
Simpler to revenue stars,
Or 'measure worlds of sleep
Than grapple this (most pure
embellishment of total man)
To sheaves of pulp.
The canvas groans its taut indictment:
Here the Furies hover-gaunt Inquisitors.
Air roils, weaving textures of rebellion.
Fingefs of light accuse both
Castle and cathedral.
Trees like green bruises
Dot successive slopes.
And, as with Rome, a sense
Of all roads leading toward.

(

I
ANNEITE DEAN

I

DAHLIA PINNATA
Priest in a temple of the 'sun:
Your starprong face invokes the sybil wind.
Augury of gras&)that scimitars and clicks
Proclaim~a burnished land where, e
/
Bowingbronze, you wait on answer
Swift rain: the brass bright bee

1
With JmeDS dripping from his lips.
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GUS BLAISDELL

THE BRU/O SONG
·for my wife, and for Leland C. Wyman
I

Heyah! Heyah! sister.
See how the nighthawk
flies against the sun!
See how my eagle
holds light in his wings.
Here is the rattlesnake;
here, the lefthanded
wind, coiling to strike.
Zigzag lightning slams down.
There is no soul
but tongue and breath;
heart is muscle
as man is flesh.
Toward me the night
comes rattling.
My heart will not
burn out this night.
Heyah! Heyah, sister
with hair black as
obsidian;
flesh, sweet and grave.
Burnished, your flesh;
black, your hair
blowing in a black wind,
as you come slowly to me
smiling, still asleep.
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Mist is female rain;
male rain is hard.
Take me
I am powerful.
)

Here!

a my sister.

II

So I came to him
with measur~d.steps
as in a dance;;:~
as in a dark "'~,
circle of branches.
The wind hissed with sleet,
horizontally.
He stroked the night
from my black hair
sil~er with ice
and the stars
shook in heaven.
I found my way back
reluctantly
following the prints
of his cloven hooves.

'j;,-."Note: The convention of
" -this poem is witchcraft as
discussed in Kluckhohn's
Navaho Witchcraft.
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DAVID POSNER

ELEGY FOR RONSARD
for Dorothy and Tibby Harkness

The Japanese handle certain flowers with tweezers,
The way southern ladies treat magnolias.
No bruise mars the bronze
Petals, chamois to the touch.
These Oriental gardeners lean forward,
Their noses rubbing the cheeks of the leaves.
Perhaps they are quoting Wordiworth in Japanese
Or making the sign of the Cross.
Since time must have a shape,
I am an ambassador in the greenhouse,
Pretending the situation may be remedied,
That a hint of winfer in the air is not dangerous,
That beauty is an image of peace
And does not involve us in years of compromise.

,.

Lovers will tell you about the obscenities of roses,
How they flaunt themselves at their feet, just outside the city limits.
. One need not be a philosopher to think that .
A rose lasts too long.

/
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THE PAGEANT
You see them in the tapestries at Cluny,
The long cortege among the leaves,
Faded in the museum but still so perfect
That a world you were never promised hovers,
Beak and claw over the hard pavement,
As the outstretched mind in the stony
Corridor shifts into the sun.
t

A blast of remote fanfare
Pierces the dull light.
Down from your eyes a hunter springs
Between the lamppost and the parking lot, to find
A tree in whose private shade the forest. sings.
It might be so only in history
, Or in childhood perhaps, but it was so.
And now the cloth has proved your life,
That balancing of threaded hawks
On the wrists of harriers among their prey;
Every leaf visible behind them, blade, stem,
The folded reality of wings.
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ALEXANDER KUO

THE WINDOW TREE
I

The distance sinks low
and deep under the clouds, providing
some definition of the dark.
But with increasing
indistinct forms, the landscape
begins to fail
the eye, hi;ling all shapes
and shades that let me know
my whereabouts, the long
blackness keeping the night
in disbelief. Lacking any
apparent reason, the clouds
open up,
uncovering a white winter
.,.
moon drawing wide
my picture window and lighting up
the geese flying overhead, dark creatures
honking at the limits
of what I
can only guess.
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I wait here
in the night for some stranger
to knock
at the door, someone
to say, it's time .
to go.
And I would have gone
with her without even a momentary o~iection.
stopping only
.
~
long enough to complete
.
the picture, to say
let me
get my coat and number first.
But she won't
come, not this apparition
long out of some dark past.
ill

)

I say a few things
aloud to myself; the moonlight
creeps over my tongue, making
shadows
of what I know.
I try to walk
away from it all
and think about something else,
some hand
to shape my name, long bJo~d
hair to brush my mind. \
I get up l
to freshen the coffee, but
return, possessed
and possessing.

,.
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IV

Outside the house
the cars are moving
soundlessly and deceptively by.
Seeing the boundaries
of vision made
where th~ir headlights press the road,
I almost'
'
take a meaning
in what I too can
see. But the sense
of movement shakes
the visible and the moment
of belief
disappears.
v

I grow restless,
indiscreet and, pretending
to knock on someone else's door,
woulq, if answered, go
run and hide. So
with this perpetual
sense of long, eccentric
logic, I learn
to take these jocular years
of rhetoric succumb€d
to its self parodies,
and wait nervously here
for the astonished
stranger at the door to scream
up my window tree.

t

os
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PETER THORPE

TAKE-OFF

)

He let g01
moving a racket
down thelength of his mile-and-a-half concrete
farewell to Mother Earth1 the faceless slabs
blinkin~ bhirring1disappearing1till the black scabs

of oil and rubber blended and vanished
and he lifted sweet and clean and struck out
for always-autumned altitude1
the door of daystars1

(

the bird now less refractory1
shinnying along on a long string of skY1
the priceless1skyscraping engine
turning brightly through its fearful chemistry,
thrusting the farm-quilts down1out and away
till all around for miles and miles and miles
that faded map of Texas lay majestic
far and away under the exotic metal
hissing and hung from the ox-straps of ~eaven.
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FRANCES HALL

A CANTICLE OF HOUSES
The house I was twelve inThis was home,
With its loquats and its fig trees,
Its barn that you could see the light through,
And a larger family to put a roof over
Than there were rooms to put them in.
In that saffron house
I moved from headlong childhood
Into an arrogance of knowing
That time could never make me vulnerable
Although my life might grow and change.

-

Then the house of the apple orchard:
The yellow and the rosy names of fruit
Scenting the summer, scenting autumn
With a fragrance deep in consciousness
Like a meaning separate from the word that
'is its symbol.
The winter nights of stillness, .
The late dawns and the small birds stirring,
The fire on the hearth and the fire in the mind
Burning productively togetherIn the past, in the present, glows the house.

f)

,
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The house of loving:
Of the self changing to match another's image,
Shedding old leaves like oak trees
With new growth coming steadily
So the branches were never bare..
A house of acorns falling sharply in the night
And a blue jay taking them in the morning
While a gray cat washed his face in the sun.
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Now this last house so newly ended
Where the generations sat,
The grandparents and the children,
The kitchen caverned deep with pantry,
The windowed sweep of rooms,
The turning ·stair, the taUness,
The bends in hallways
Like a heart turning an unintended corner!

1will sit in some uncommitted place
And let memory dust old furniture
In vanished houses.

ROBERT

sw4lID

GIFTS
Every day is Groundhog Day,
Omens and signs. I will not move,
I am stopped in all my ventures.
. Great things are delivered by dose friends.
The friends are troubled. They come
With gifts. They present them ,badly.
Surrounded by gifts, ahxious friends
And wives, children wailing
I make once more my peace with the world.
Am I at last beyond distraction,
No longer contemptuous, inconsolable?
A trial t~ wives, my children, my friends?
I step out into light, the day
Look about casting shadows
Left and right. I tum, ama~ea,
Walk off with them
Back into the world.

'.
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together we shall build
syntactical Alhambras
gardens in Luxembourg
chalets, villas, mosques
moating ourselves about
with nouns
clipping our primrose hedges
in careful adjectives
training our windows' ivy leaves
with knotty verbal vines
till we are housed and safe
muffled, hid, then mute.

CLARA FREEMAN

ZEUS
His damaged beard is overgrown with mold;
those dry-leaf eyes are sad without the stars
that made his lusty breath the source of wars
and struck unbowing mortals deathly cold.
He curses through the branded halls of old
and wrinkled temples, throws his sacred cores
of altar-famished flame (his love-grown scars)
against a tough-eheeked sky too blind to scold.
The earthfed, fleshly women that he craved
soften beneath the mother grass .while he
rages at the science-knowledged eyes
who hear Cassandra, knowing her depraved.
He sits unmoved when slow against his knee
a snake sucks at his godly blood and dies.
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E. J. Neely
THE SONG OF RUBY ELLA
THE SKY WAS AS YELLOW AS LEMONS. The 'wind had changed. The full,
heavy branches of the great gray-green live oaks that lined Evening \
Road undulated toward the south for the first time since Ruby Ella
and her brothers had come to Noonday. No longer did the south wind,
steadily, gently and so terribly quietly waft from the Gulf the un~
ceasing, the endless drifts of screening mists.
The air had been hot and heavy and oppressive ever since Mama
had to go back to Dallas leaving the children in the strange town so
unknown to them, yet so known from all that Mama had told them
abouf it. Now, although it was still hot, the air had a magical quality,
a tinkling gaiety, like listening to a crystal pitcher as big as the whole
world and filled with icy, sparkling lemonade.
, Ruby Ella didn't know what it was. She was only aware that the
wind was coming from the north, far far from the north, and that it
was high-high and d r y . Whatever it was that she felt effervescing through her made her
want to run, pulling Jesse faster than his chubby, six~year-old legs
wanted to go. He seemed almost to fly behind 1).er, his bare feet hardly
touching the dusty road that took them to their secret reading place
beyond the cotton fields, clear out on the edge of that forbidden, forboding plaee, Mama's Great Cypress Swamp.
She knew that her exhilaration was in part the unread letter from
Mama that was now swinging in the big black shoulder;bag pocketbook Mama gave her before she went back. It was, in a little'part, because it was Halloween-not for her, and not for Jesse, whom Aunt
Lelia said was too little to go on the after-dark big frogging party the
preacher was giving tonight fOr the boys to prevent their throwing all
the Noonday outhouses in the swamp again. She knew in her heart
some of it came from the glimpse of the Yellew Peril, as everybody
referred to Good-Time joe's fabulous, shining, unbelievably beautiful,
yellow convertible car, sticking out behind Pokeen's Funeral Parlor
and Record Studio.
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. Good-Time Joe was a record salesman from Chicago. She had talked
to him once only. After that she had to store him way up there with
her can-never-be-agains. The time she saw him was the morning after
Mama left. That morning Aunt Lelia drove away to work sitting high
on the board seat of her wagon behind the quiet and graceful little
white mule. Ruby Ella and Jesse stood forlorn on the strange, warped
porch of the unpainted broad-plank shack. With his hand squeezed un- 'lb
mercifully tight in hers, they watched until Aunt Lelia was out of
sight. Above them the deadly quiet sky moved white with mists, moved
endlessly like a silent curtain closing out all that was familiar-all
sounds, all pictures. The home they had back in Dallas was gone. Their
furniture was stacked and covered in a shanty back of Aunt Lelia's
house at the tall, lone pine where the rest of the boys wer.e ,staying
clear out somewhere on another lonely road.
.
On thflt morning way back at the beginning, she stood on the
porch unable to stop squeezing Jesse's hand. She knew she must be
hurting him-he was standing so stiff and straight. She wanted terribly to lean down and pick him up, but she knew that if she moved,
the action would cause something inside her to 1?reak. She knew she
would scream out and sob for Mama and home and the boys. She had
learned the night before that she had to be grown-up for Jesse. In that
night without Mama, after they had gone to ~after Aunt Lelia's
easy-breathing sounds began, she heard the immense and terrible
silence of the place where Mama had left them.
All her life they had lived on city streets. All night long the sound
of cars, of horns, of tires singing on pavement, of people talking and
laughing and crying and singing and fighting, of radios and TVsand
of trains, the wheels on the rails and the whistles, had pulled her to
sleep.
In that new quiet she became aware of the soundlessness, of the
tense tightness of Jesse, still wide awake, although laid'to sleep on a
daybed on the other side of the room. Into the immense quiet came
the terrifying cry of an owl. The mournful sound reached deep into
her. She could feel hot tears gathering in her eyes when Jesse started
to sob. She rushed to him, grabbed him up in her arms, holding him
the way Mama would have held him. Long after he went to sleep she
lay awake. She recognized how she had to be from that time on, not
just for Jesse, who needed her, but for Mama, who had placed her
faith and trust in her until she could come back.
Awake alone she heard a night-train's whistle echo across the still-
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ness. She gripped her fingerl into the palms of her hands and held
.
the sound that was familiar u~ntil sleep came.
And so she didn't dare cry that next morning when Aunt Lelia
left for work. Jesse looked up at her from his smallness';'his hand still
pinched in hers. "Oh, Ruby-:Ella, let's not stand here any longer. Let's
go to see the boys. Mama said we could go any time we wanted to."
He'd been just killed when there wasn't room in Aunt Lelia's small
house for all five of them.
She ran inside to lovingly place the worn straps of Mama's big
shoulder-bag pocketbook over her shoulder. She 'and Jesse crossed the
porch and went down the steps int9 the dust of Evening Road. She
knew only the general direction the boys had taken. Aunt Madelaine's
house was the house where Mama and Uncle Garrett grew up. She
knew that the house stood high on stilts at the end of one of the many
lanes leading from Evening Road straight through the cotton fields,
separating the fields like lines. She knew it was way out in the land
near the Great Cypress Swamp, that the rich black soil now planted in
cotton had once been a lush forest of tall, dark, long-needle pines.
There still remained one wide swatch of pines cutting across the fields
and the road to stand behind 'a lake. One straggler, a scrawny, immensely tall tmd bare tree, stood ne~r the old house. To Mama, that
/ tree, like the secret place in the swamp, was a landmark reaching back
into Mama's own childhood.
Ruby Ella, wearing Mama's pocketbook and holding Jesse's hand,
set out that morning way back at the beginning to search for that tall,
lone pine that would lead them to the boys. They set out, dressed in
their city clothes, and wearing shoes and .stockings, walking past the
other shacks set so far apart, one to each field, some clear back at the
end of the fields.
They explored each road. The roads were known by the names of
the families who had worked the fields when they were all a part of the
great Noonday Plantation, but the names were known only to the
people, and were unmarked. They searched for the. LeFleur Road.
They walked in their strangeness, in their city clothes, past country
children who were barefoot, shy but not unfriendly, sweet but unquestioning and silent and therefore could not be asked directions by
city children, new in experience and just starting out.
It was at that time, in the early morning's misty light, with the long,
lonely shadows of the pines crossing in front of them, that she realized
they were walking toward the macadam road to Dallas, the road down
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which they had come the day before. She thought: here we are, Jesse
and I, and somewhere near are the rest of the boys, and there is the
road leading back home, but we can't go home. Home as a word, as a
place, no longer existed. Home that was made up of them, of Mama
and their things, was gone.
It had been a small painted house, rented. Nothing of theirs remaIned in that house. It was awful thinking of that house empty. It
was the most terrible feeling to think of the same morning sun that
laid the pine-tree shadows across the road ahead of them reaching into
that empty house and not finding the table it always touched first.
She could see the sun searching, becoming brighter and brighter, like
a surprised person opens her eyes wider and wider. The sun wouldn't
find them eating breakfast, laughing and happy, at that table. She
could see the broad, yellow beam coming through the window bare
of curtains. It would pick out dust particles floating in that room.
She was seeing that yellow shaft. of dancing dust particles cutting
into that empty house when a yellow car, gayer than the sun, brighter
and shinier than joy, streaked around a bend and swept down the
road toward them, scattering dust and children and chickens.
Back there, staring at that yellow city car, Ruby Ella recognized
what it was that you had to fight, that Mama' and the boys had to
fight. It was change. Changes came to you. Somehow, no matter how
deeply it hurt, how badly it hurt, you had to face them, you had to
meet them, you had to do what you had to because once a change
came there was no going gack. There was no returning. No matter
how awful you wanted things to be like they were before, they could
never' be again. Mama and the children would be together again after
Mama had paid for Uncle Garrett's funeral, but it wouldn't be the
same. It would never be the same. Ruby Ella would be grown-up.
Worry and trouble grew you up fast.
WHEN GOOD-TIME JOE slammed on the brakes of that yellow city
car, that was the city coming for them. She hap an instantaneous, joyful thought that Mama had somehow managed to send for them, to
take them back, back home, back where they had all been happy together, back where they all wanted so terribly to be always. When he .'
ground to a dust-flinging stop in front of them, her almost-grown-up
city eyes met Good-Time Joe's city eyes in a glance that was recognition even though they had never seen one another before in. their
whole lives. He had clean, clear skin the exact color of blended coffee
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and cream. His neat hair and small trim mustache were jet black. His
eyes were sparkling black, changed from recognition to disappointment to apology. He smiled, showing even white teeth. "Oops, I
thought you two were Oriole and her littIe brother. . . . You aren't
from Noonday, are you? I come here often to see Pokeen.. ' .. I sell
records."
"I'm Ruby Ella LeFIeur. This is my brother, Jesse. We're staying
With Aunt Lelia LeFleur. We know Pokeen. He drQve the hearse to
Dallas to bring back our Uncle Garrett. . . ."
"I'm sorry, Ruby Ella. . .. I thought you looke<jl sad."
"We're hunting for the LeFIeur Road, Our brother~ are staying with
Aunt Madelaine LeFleur."
"Big brothers?" he asked oddly.
It was such a funny question that she laughed. "No, I'm the oldest.
jesse's the baby." Jesse slipped his hand out of hers and walked away,
far to the side of the road where he stood with his head down.
"Then you're just visiting? You won't be here the next time I come
through?"
"We'll be here." Something cheerful, the first buds of hope, effloresced up out of her gloom. "We'll be here for a long tim~."
Leaning out of the car, he placed his hands on her shouleJers to'
turn her around, and pointed out the lone tall pine way down at the
end of a road. There was a fresh scent, lik~ nice soap. She noticed it
as she drew away. He gave her a friendly squeeze before releasing her.
''I'm Joe Time, Ruby Ella. I'm glad you'll be around, and maybe
. I'll arrange to stay over some night. After you get to know me, maybe
you'll go to the picture show with me."
It was too hard to believe. She closed her eyes, and then opened
. them cautiously. He was stilI there, his head ducked down, his eyes
. laughing into hers. She let her breath escClpe between her teeth, trying
not to show him how he made her feel. "I almost know you already."

I

THAT WAS THE ONLY TIME she ever saw Good-Time Joe. Now summer
was almost gone, slipping away into the fastIy fading past. She was
older. Worry and trouble aged a girl fast. She pushed her chest forward and looked serenely down at her almost-completely developed
front.
When Aunt LeIia got home from Abernathy's that night she had
already heard that Ruby Ella was seen talking to Good-Time Joe.
Ruby Ella had a cooking fire going in the funny old wood stove. The
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iron kettle, still half-full of black-eyed peas from the day before, was
warming and sending fragrant whiffs through the screen door to the
back stoop where she cleaned their shoes. She and Jesse were tired,
almost exhausted from seeing the boys, exploring the edges of the
pines, venturing near the forbidden swamp, and their city shoes were
practically wrecked.
Frowning, Aunt Lelia examined t~els of Ruby Ella's shoes.
"You children best go barefoot like the country kids."
It tickled Jesse so much that he laughed.
After he was put down to sleep, Aunt Lelia plaited Ruby Ella's
waist-length hair, humming a strange sad tune to herself. Finally,
working in back of Ruby Ella, she began softly. "Ruby Ella, there's
a city man comes to town, name of Good-Time Joe. . . ."
"We met him today! He's a lovely boy. He said maybe sometime
I could go to the picture show with him."
She studied the white eyelet top of Ruby Ella's pettycoat. ttHe isn't
a boy. He's a man, and a practised one. Didn't your mama explain all
the dangers? All the pitfC}lls?"
She nodded, reached" for Mama's pocketbook to show the inconspicuous, black-bead head of the long sharp hatpin ~1ama always
carried to protect herself when she came home late from work. She
took· the head of the pin adroitly into her fingers, pulling its length
from the leather to show the protection.
Before leaving, Mama reminded her that the pin was in the pocketbook. Placing her hands on her shoulders, she smiled down into her
eyes. "Don't forget, Ruby Ella, what you lack in size and strenith,
you must make up for in surprise. The sudden jab of the hatpin could
make someone who grabbed you let go so you could run away. Then
run, Ruby Ella, run like the wind," Mama said. HAnd baby, don't fall
down ... so you don't knock out your pretty t~eth. So you don't
get hurt." She started to cry.
Aunt Lelia didn't forget Joe Time. After church the next Sunday,'
when the preacher and his nephew took her brothers fishing, Aunt
Lelia took Ruby Ella to a shabby shanty beyond a flower-buried man-.
sion on Old Swamp Road. A young girl carrying a baby ran from the
porcn: The baby's face was crinkled with pain. llOh, Aunt Lelia, the
baby's no bettah."
Aunt Lelia took the baby, burped it on her shoulder, and handed
it back to Oriole. "Poor little thing. Oriole, I brought my niece, Ruby
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Ella, to see your baby. Ruby Ella's going to live with me. I thought it
would be nice for you girls of the same age to know each other." V
She tucked Good-Time Joe way up there into the secret place.
Whenever she thought' of him it was only as the lovely boy coming
'-someday to take her to the picture show. She did with him what
Mama wrote to do abOYt home when she missed it. «Look at new
things when looking back hurts." "Look ahead and hope." Mama
and home and that nice boy were now part of something far away, far
beyohd her reach, high out in the sky.
Still, unbidden, a version of going to the picture show with him
formed like a dream. There would be the town beyond Noonday
where the picture show was. There was the yellow car gliding down
the street. It was dark. The town lights showed on the faces of people
waiting for the picture show to open. The car stopped. She stepped
out, not as she was now, barefoot and wearing an old cott.9J1 dress,
but more grown-up, wearing city clothes and shoes and stockj'ngs. The
boy helped her out of the car. And there they were~ The dream stayed
way off somewhere, high, floating, like a cloud in the sky.
All summer the children did what Mama told them to do ,in her
letters. They expiored new things, searched out all the places Mama
knew as a girl. . . .
The yellow ~ar sticking out from Pokeen's refused to retreat into
her nevermores. She couldn't quiet this mysterious stirring, this exhil:uation. It was as if she had suddenly become eighteen instead of
just-passed fifteen. She knew an immense happiness, light and gay,
flying like a banner in the sky. It made her run. She ran, aware of one
sober thought ... deep in her heart she hoped he hadn't seen 'her
in her bare feet. She wanted him to remember her as she was that
morning, in lier city clothes.
Beside her Jesse was chirruping about something he wanted her to
,write i~ their letter to Mama. Every day after school he wanted to
tell Mama about it. A .long afternoon stretched before them: Aunt
Lelia had to serve a late grown-up party at Abernathy's. Poor Jesse.
She swept him up into her arms, and ran with him jogging against her.
Ahead of them, waiting in its mystery, its strange silence broken only
by sudden piercing shrieks of water birds, lay the peaceful and cool
gray-white swamp.
She felt Jesse stiffen. Looking back she saw the softly silent yellow
car glide, roll up beside them and stop. Joe leaned across the yellow
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leather of the seat and openebt the door. "Ruby Ella, what are you
. doing down the old swamp ro~?"
.
She stepped int.o the car and sunk into its softness. He reached
across Jesse to close the door. She couldn't answer. She knew she
should get right out of that car, but suddenly she was very tired. Her
excitement had burned her down like the finished wick in Aunt Lelia's
lantern.
"Are you meeting someone down here?" Sharply.
She shook her head.
He smiled. "Did you think you might run into me, or am I imagining things, Ruby Ella?" Taking her chin into his hand, he lifted her
face. She was staring at the incongruous appearance of her dusty feet
on the clean yellow mat of the floor. He pressed her head into the
leather so that she had to look into his eyes. She was terribly aware
. of his moving closer. It was incredible that she was' sitting there in a
skimpy dress that spanned her front, and was too short. She moved
Jesse to cover her knees.
Jesse poked her. "Come on, Ruby Ella," he said pettyishly.
She set her mouth firmly. "We have to go."
Joe Time snapped the handle, and held the door open. The sound
awakened a sharp fear: she might never again sit this close to him.
Wanting to stay, she slid from the seat. Jesse walked ahead down the
road toward their secret place. "Wait, Jesse." Joe was leaning over the
door looking at her.
"I didn't eyen know you came down here."
"I do when I stay over. Sometimes I drive down just to look at it.
I guess you've seen it by moonlight?"
"No, but it must be lovely. Some night Aunt Lelia's going to bring
us all down in the wagon to look for Granner's swampfire light. Have
you ever seen it?"
\
He pressed his lips together. "Lots of times. Would you come with
me some night to look for it?"
She had the feeling that he hadn't seen it, but that he would like
to. "I wouldn't be allowed. But you could come with us in the wagon.
I would love you to come." From somewhere she found a hope that
Aunt Lelia wouldn't mind his being with all of them.
"Do you think you'd be allowed to go to the picture show with me?"
"I could ask Aunt Lelia. It might be all right if I took Jesse." She
knew it wouldn't be all right, but a hope was growing that she could
talk Aunt Lelia into letting her if Jesse.
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"Well, maybe you are too young," he said skeptically, as if he had
thought before that she was; then was thinking maybe she wasn't but
now saw that she was.
She tossed her head. "I could probably go tonight. Aunt Lelia's
serving a party."
He leaned close, placing his hands on her shoulders. "Ruby Ella,
one time up north I saw a girl I knew but had never dated. I said
'How about you all going to the show with me?'" His fingers dug·
insistently into her shoulders, as if they tried to feel the bones. ~'When
I got to her house she was standing on the porch with her whole
fami~y ready for me to take them. Do you understand what I'm trying
to tell you, Ruby Ella?"
"Sure I do. It would cost an awful lot of money to take them all."
His eyebrows raised, making lines across his forehead. Deep in his
eyes lay a glint like laughter. Drawing her to him, he held her until she
could feel the buttons of his shirt pressing into her chest. "Listen to
me, Ruby Ella. Haven't you ever been alone with a boy, other than
your brothers?"
"Boys used.-to walk h€lme from school'with me."
"Did any of them come into the house when your mother wasn't
home?"
"They weren't allowed."
His arms held her lightly. "Then you've never been alone with a
boy that wanted to be alone with you like' I do?"
~eiliookhcrhead. .
.
Releasing her suddenly he grabbed both of her hands. "Maybe we'd.
better go to the picture show tonight. You take Jesse out to your
Aunt Madelaine's. Meet me here as soon as i,t gets dark, will you,
Ruby Ella?"
. She nodded.
.He let go, slid across the seat. "You sure are pretty, Ruby Ella,"
he said emphatically. Behind her she heard the car start, knew it was
backing quietly. When she looked, it was gone.
j
Jesse was standing at the tree, waiting for her to take out the big
towel and sulphur powder from the pocketbook. The first time they
were there he had sat on a scorpion and ever since had been careful,
where he sat. She wrote the letter to Mam~. He fell asleep with his;:' ,head in her lap. ~
Sitting on the cypress-needle pad, her back pressed to the tree, she
looked up through the spindly branches to the sky. Her dream hung
<-.

>
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like a kite with a string: she could pull it close, or release it. It could
go higher and higher~ out of reach forever, or. . . .
Jesse stirred, opened pleading eyes to gaze into hers. HRuby Ella,
why can't I go to the frogging party with the boys? Lutie Mae says the
preacher had Doodle making frogging forks for all the boys, that he
already had my initials on one." ,
HBecause you're too little, Jesse. You might fall in." She placed her
arm around him. Hlt'll be dark and spooky."
- Starting to cry, he rubbed his eyes. "Then let's go see the boys. Yoq
promised we'd take Mama's letter for them to read."
Lutie Mae, who lived next door to the preacher's house, was sitting
with Aunt Madelaine .stitching costumes. HRuby Ella, we want you,to
come to the girl party at my house . . ."
..
Jesse moved forward. HI'm not oing to a girl party."
Ruby Ella put her arm around im. HThank you, Lutie Mae but
Jesse and I are. . . ."
HIt's all right, Ruby Ella," Aunt adelaine looked up smiling. HI
.told Lelia the boys would look after Jesse. They won't let him out of
their sight. Now, ~emember, Ruby lla, you show up at Lutie Mae's
for the girl party."
HYes'm, Aunt Madelaine." But sh had a lost feeling as Jesse, overjoyed, threw his arms around her neck.
She walked slowly to Aunt Lelia's house. For a long time she
worked with her hair. Finally she wound the braids high on her head
to form an oval crown like Mama's. She would wear one of Aunt
Lelia's dresses and. . . . But she got out her black city dress and tried
it on, slipped on stockings and her black city shoes.
She sat on the back porch looking toward Dallas, out over the low
hills. The great orange sun was sinking fast into the sky skimmed with
long gray-black clouds. Very slowly she pulled off her stockings and
put them into her big pocketbook. She stood on the warped front
porch looking down Evening Road toward the church, but her bare
feet turned the other way. Carrying her shoes, she ran toward the
swamp.
The yellow car was luminous in the moonlight. She could see it
shining deep in the cypress, silvered as the trees and the still water.
She could see joe's white shirt, bright, near the tree. HThat you, Ruby
Ella? Come here. I think I can see the swampfire light."
HSilly, you couldn't see it unless the night was pitch black. There's
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a moon coming up." She leaned against the tree, pulled her stockings
from the bag swinging at her side, and slipped one over a bare foot.
He put his ami around her waist to brace her.
"I think we could see it if we stood close together and looked real
hard." He laughed way back in his throat.
She pushed her back firmly against the tree, trying to keep her
balance on one foot on the slippery needles while she picked up her
shoes. He pulled her, grabbed at her so suddenly she dropped them,
and the strap of the bag slid down her arm. She snatched it back. "If
we're going to stand here to look for it, I've got to put on my shoes.
Scorpions come out thick at night."
He lifted her chin.
"They're deadly poisonous." She tried to slip one foot into a shoe.
He pressed 'closer. "We'd better 'go, or we'll miss the first part of the
show." Her voice trembled although she tried to make it steady.
Laughing, he kissed her, lightly, barely touching her lips, and rested
the side of his face against hers. "I thought you liked me, Ruby Ella.
You're acting as if you don't." He sounded hurt, lonely, a little like
Jesse. Her arms slipped around him, as if of their own accord, an
action apart from her mind which was confused. Closing her eyes, she
tried to collect thoughts that darted frantically. One thought came
through clearly. "Let's go to the picture show, Good-Time Joe."
He caught her, scraping her shoulder against the rough bark of the
tree. She tugged, pushed. He held her arms. "Oh, come on Ruby
Ella. That's a spook show, for little kids. You knew we weren't going
to a show. . . ."
She heard what he said, but she kept listening to be sure she'd
heard right. Her thoughts stopped wavering, and her fingers searched
the top of the purse. Ducking, she twisted away from him. Her fingers
closed over the bead head of the pin. She drew it from the leather,
cramping -her fingers so it wouldn't slip. "ScorpiOI1( her voice reached
a high crescendo as she jabbed straight down to his seat.
Run, Ruby Ella, rUll like the wind. Don't fall down. She started
running, the hat pin still clenched in her hand,' Mama's big purse
banging her side, her shoes still back on the cypress needles.
She ran, her loosened pigtails flying out behind her, tears streaming
down her cheeks. As she broke out of the swamp. shadows into the
field lying gray in the pale moonlight, she let go a wild shriek as she
knew an immense freedom. At the same time, deep inside, she knew

",,;
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she would never' feel free in the same lightness of that morning again
in her lire. It was gone, like ch{ldhood, flying away somewhere high
in the sky, a banner waving free.
"!!o
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THE RAPE OF THE CLOCK
A BAROQUE EPIC
FIRST MURDERER:

\

Tut, tut, my lord, we will not stand to.prate:
Talkers are no good doers: be assured
We go to use our hands and not 0llr tongues.
Richard the Third

HE WAS a youngJesuit from Peru
And via Rome he entered Kiowa'U.
To take a Ph.D. in Agronomics
Of Animal Husbandry Economics.
I was doing the same, but for my bread
I was a flunky at the Miller Maid
Computer Center. To the priest my job
Was near-angelic-toiling in the throb
And whirr of science serving humankind:
To him, it wasn't only another grind.
He used to preach on Henry/Adams' fear
Of a long dearth of mating, meshing gear Between the Dynamo and the fair Virgin.
"For now," he'd say, "now, men and clergymen
Shall banish the ghost of Science without Sou!!"
Not long before, the Church had Illade a poll
-'Of priests and vested laymen, to fe~l out
Their feelings on the necessary bout
Between Belief and Science. The result
Proved a surprise. It seems most leaders felt
That no .family feud was necessary
Between two children of the Mother Mary.
Big Sister Church and Little Brother Science
Need not war over Altar or Appliance;
They could join hands, and sister.be the guide
With useful little brother at her side,
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They'd serve the good of man and glory God
Together. Here the Jesuit would nod
Decisively, and glower in his tea.
None of it seemed so simple, though, to me.
God, Science, Serving Man-they were not jokesBut don't wheel-shoulderers perish in the spokes?
Poor Henry Adams, he would gag on phlegm,
Tum in his grave at many r.p.m.
And die again, to see what I have seen:
The night our priest engaged the brain machine.

WE USED to have him home for lunch, the priest.
Even a light snack was a bacchic feast
With him, the dancing bear of the carnival.
He filled the room-furry beard and coronal
Grin adorning a found black frock with nugget
Nose; my kids would take his beard and tug it
And he'd laugh, and when he laughed you felt the shutters
Shudder, the walls shake-somewhere high the shingles flutter ...
We celebrated the week he was made
A Rockefeller Fellow-just a staid
Affair of course, stocked with people just alike
From deepest thoughts down to the children's trike,
The same desires, underthings on the shelf
(I liked the lukewarm shower of myself) .
The priest ~ised up his glass above our hum,
Above this hive of honey stirred with rum,
And toasted Rockefeller and the Pope
And gave his clapper laugh and dran~ the hope
That he'd be made Herr Doktor by July
Now that he had a proper cut of pie
To woo and win the scholar's costly queen,
The Maid of Miller Hall, the brain machine.
I DIDN'T relish this. I wasn't sure
If such a tryst would be a kill or cure.
Or both. Or nothing. Only a bellyache.
But what must be must: for the thesis' sake.
So like fat Sancho at the iron gate
I offer my good offices-uThe date
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Can be arranged as soon as soonness comes.
The Miller Maid is sooner squired than won,
And there are suitors keyed up at the door
And queued up in the halls, bunked on the floor
And banked up on the Miller Walk like snow,
Like snow save for the heat their bodies blow,
For these are scholars, sweating for renown
And, like small poets, must bob for their crown,
Must do the dance of red coals on the walk. .
So here they wait, and do the dance, and talk;
And talk much more, for this act saves their days;
The guest will talk who never goes or strays."
The Jesuit smiled now, as I could not,
Vowed he had no career, no curve, no plot,
And scarcely could imagine what I meant,
Although he had an aim, more than a bent,
A calling: to bring cattle to Peru
Could fair be hitched with ours at Kiowa U.
The rest was pure ice cream that he could see.
Not, not to die a whirling squirmeree
Did God want man. Man, his most blessed child
Was not born but to roll in folders filed,
Nor was he meant to moulder like Peru.
And, for that matter, some at Kiowa U.
Were not endowed to mew and bleat of struggles
That had the weight and substance ofblown bubbles.
To this we drank Our glasses beat the bell
Of hope for our two advents out of hell.

Christm~ve

THE JESUIT was set. On
Would come his moment to give and receive.
Thanksgiving-then, only a month more hence
He would have two tight hours of intense
Time testing his mettle in Miller HallWhen Truth would gather helpless in a ball.
Though save for stopping, starting it on cue
The thing was fixed, little for him to do. .
The questions were laid out, the answers came
As calmly as a flower opens. Blame
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" The rest on me, pernaps. It should have been
As simple as a rooster and a hen,
Without even the noise or loss of plumage;
As easy as a purchase at a rummage
Sale, when clearly nobodybut you thinks
To buy the bust of Oedipus that winks.
I

Easy:' I told him, as we walked
The vacant midnight corridor and stalked
The room where the Maid rested. God's own light
Had emptied from the long, bare winter night,
And the Jesuit's time came ever near.
We both wavered a bit from Christmas beer;
He dragged a Navy mattress and a pump
, To pump in air (the rubber kind you jump
On underfoot, and jump and jump). At last
We stepped up to the silent door. A blast
Of Christmas wind banged windows in the hall.
I marked the time. Two minutes by the tall
Hand until the Jesuit threw the switch.
I shoved the door open. We blin1<ed at pitch
Dark inside. I fumbled to flipthe light.
Ah! There she was! Serene. Only a slight
Purring like a tabby stretched in the sun.
She curled against the wall, as if in fun;
Yet calm, pausing for you just to begin;
And all her chambered secrets veiled within.
"SIMPLE.

THE JESUIT guffawed and rubbed his beard,
Produced a flask of eggnog, as 1'd feared,
Placed it with his mattress under the nose
Of a partially uncoiled Ellison fire hose,
Yawned once and said, "Well? Next?" I had to coach
Him then, vexed as I was at his approach,
So flip, so irreveren,t, toward a thing
In wl,.hich we might take pride as any king
In Andes conquered or in Congos won.
"This is the button where things are begun:'
I said as to a perky child. "This knob
Throbs red when error enters that may rob

r
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You of completion. You can intervene.
Just watch theknob. And here this silver, scre'el1ed
Business records the time you have to run.
There's no hitch in the whole affair. The fun
Has been ruled out. So has the risk and error."
I watched him secretly, a tropic terror
Of senseless queasing rising through my belly.
What could happen? My blood was cherry jel:Iy
As he calmly poked objects with his toe,
\
Patting h:is black paunch and chuckling low.
I sent a smaltprayer up for our machine
And summed up the briefing. "This ~ny green
COU1?-try hand could handle withQut mishap.
These parts you press, and these you snap
On hours and half hours, and that's all."
I belched. He yawned. I said, "Have a Ball,"
And left. He ans~ered, '!Tha?ks!!9 starting to jump
Down on the onion of his mattress pump,
And jump, and jump. I left him p~mping there.
Outside was wak~lness in the cold air.
A few lights glimrnered: candles on a bier.
Far Christmas caroling chimed in my ear .
"God Rest Ye Merry, Gentlemen." I would.
I headed home. And let our Maid explode.

(

SOMEWHERE I woke in a sweat, trembling cold.
The room. Where was the room where I had rolled
Quietly into bed and covered warm?
The house. Where went the house, and who this form?
Then I beheld his beard and sun-bright sword.
The sword swings like a bell. A small blue Ford
Blunders u~ the blade and bursts like -glass.
It is the pdist. He pours bright crimson gas
In a huge~ver truck and strikes a match.
He mumbles, drops it down the safety hatch
And runs~ The truck coughs, shaking like a man,
Then blows up. 0 I dance, I da"nce like Pan
To see my clothes catch fire in Kiowa.
But I am somewhere vague i~ Florida,
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Here poised, pensive upon a toilet seat,
Hearkening to the jungle, jungle beat,
The whoop, screak of old plumbing in my ear.
It pummels louder. A door opens near
My knee. A man in World War One puttees
Enters and raps. He snaps, "The General, please."
A door opens. 0 the terrible priest
Gleams, black and soldierly, his golden, creased
Trousers piped and striped in scarlet. He laughs,
Begins growling above his gray-line staff;
They wheel around and stare down at my thighs.
I curse, mutter, ((Pardon if I don't rise."
And reach for the door. Sudden the sword falls,
,.,
There sets abooming ghastly waterfalls,
And I am falling. Buildings crack apart,
The glass wall buckles, whimpers near my heart
And collapses. All, all of us go down,
Down under dark. We clog the clever drains
Of modem sewage with spoiled, glut remains.
I am lying somewhere white, in a coma.
I hear a voice. It brings me a diploma
And wrings my hand. Here am I, on sheets
At h.ome in bed. Sharp, charging football cleats
Have used me for a scrimmage. Here my wife
Punches my arm and shouts, "Hey! Oome on! Life!
Take a Miltown will you? My God, you sound
Like ten old tomcats in the dog pound!"
C

of Christmas bows and wrappers,
After breakfast, church and the funny papers,
I strolled along toward Miller Hall to see
If my incredible dream was merely me.
I had to smile. The lThll stood there so solid,
The plumb model of midcentury-stolidStarch design: nothing unjustifiable
In view, no jutting out, no joke, no trifle
Sullying this trim, virginal purity;
But dean, stem, unimpeachable piety

AFrnR THE STORM
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Was upraised here, and frozen in the snow.
I yawned, noted the time, turned back to go,
And then thought I would stop and see the Maid.
A show of trust. Show I was not afraid
Out of silliness. I strode up the stairs
On past the rooms of Christmas-empty chairs,
My rubbers booming echoes in the hall.
Ah, the peace of holidays, not a soul
Around . . . .
But I stopped, staring face on face
With a red, angry, menacing grimace,
Attached to a long arm that beat the door.
"What's going on here? What's the door locked for?
Theyheard of keys!?" GAMB! GAMB! "The schedules say
She runs again at One on Christmas Day.
Two thousa;nd bucks an hour running time!
You think somebody'd care. I'm nextin line,
And Jesus Crutch my thesis prof'll bum
If I don't get in here and g'h my tum."
I almost didn't say I had a key,
Sure as I was that he'd be blaming me
" And bawling about his lost fifteen minutes.
But what in God's name had the Jesuit
Done? How had he botched and caused the locked-up door?
Quick, quick as flying sparkle fishes soar,
The key jumped from my pocket to the lock.
Before you could say Cricket-in-the-Clock,
The door leaped open, and before our eyes
Stood the Jesuit in full-dress suti>rise.
"Why are you here? I" I cried. But I could guess
He didn't know. His mouth moved like a ~sh,
Green at the gills. He hardly mouthed a word.
"Diablo. Diablo," was all I heard.
"Chum, I'm switching her off to start my own,"
Spit the red angry man. "Is she still on?"
I cried. "Isn't she off? The lights say free?"
"On still,'and running happy as a bee,"
Came the reply. A feeble Chaplin smile,
The bleached look of a saint on painted tile
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Curled over the priest's moon face, then he spoke:
"I guess 1went asleep. Eh? Some joke
On me hah? 1get pooped pumping air.
1lay down for a snooze like the old bear,
-t
And boom boom somebody's beating down the door.
1guess 1have to come back. Do some more
Work? Eh?" 1started to laugh. The more 1laughed
The more my laughter doubled, shook my daft
Brain, and 1 doubled up and did a dance.
1nearly laughed aloft my silly pants,
And the priest laughed enough to shake the ground
Down under the Hall-as soon as we unwound
We wound back up again-brayed, whistled, reeled,
KARAK! My dome,cracked on a metal shield.
Stars hustled out. The sirens sang. A shaft
Of colored light englobed the priest, who laughed,
Outlaughing me now, quaking belly laughs,
Blind birdhouse hoots, caterwauls, gales, rafts
Of laughter. The red man was streaking white
And screaming for us to get out or fight.
So 'we got out, with many a low salaam,
And broke up when the door shut like a bomb.

~

IT WASN'T until February 1St
He got the bill. Till then we thought the worst
Upshot would be another long delay,
More months of waiting for the Maid to say,
"I'm ready, dear." We thought her men would make
~
Discreet inquiries-for her honor's.sakeAnd learn All was an Accident from us.
•
There couldn't be a fracas or a fuss
At such a farce. There wasn't. Just a bill.
$25,000 to the till
Of Monoplated Miller Maid Machines,
Please. The priest came straight to me, swimming scenes
Of being locked in jail, defrocked and sued.
No, nonsense, I assured him. I pooh-P9ohed
Such fears, which indeed were greatly inflated.
He wouldn't be deported. None hated

I
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.

Him or would come seeking a pound of skin;
But I knew I just half-persuaded him.
He moped around the house, humming songs,
Nursing cups of coffee and giving long,
Tedious monologues on Life. He grew vague,
Without zest, like the place in Camus' Plague.
He played with the children, and soon forgot
The game at hand. The gold in a pewter pot,
The solace of a good cigar, were not
In any way ~lief. Relief? From what?
"From what?" So I argued, over tea.
"This is mere bureaucratic comedyDetective comedy. They're solving cases
As if no one had fingerprints or faces.
Our weapon here can be a show of flesh.
We'lI show them smiles onlips, a moving, fresh
. Warm body that needs no leap of the mind
To be believed. These people can be kind
And helpful when they can't avoid the chance.
The chance is you. Caught plainly with your grants
Down, sorely in need of an ear of aid.
No one will dare condemn the part you've played.
It touches all of us, as old as jade:
'
Asleep-gulled by a 'shrewd, gold-digging maid."
THE NEXT DAY, like experimental rats
Put in a maze to see if they'd be bats,
Like two mice in a labyrinthine cheese
.. Inedible, we paced interstices
Of the Miller Building. On, ever on.
No knight with bishop, merely pawn with pawn.
Each square, each passage was a goldex;t tunnel
Ending the game, then dwindled in a funnel
And whirlpooled to another flat, dead end.
We met an aimless, tuneless repetend
Of receptionists, pursued more bum steers
Than Iowa farmers yield in forty years.
We talked with tiny voices far away.
We talked to ones that rumored close to say
1

)

\
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They knew just what to do; then sent us off
To hunt one straw in Fanner Miller's loft.
We talked to ones who clucked and peeped advice.
We talked to ones who squeaked like friendly mice.
And there were those who cackled at our tale,
And those who gobbled over their dinner pail.
It was the grandest Barnyard Babel din
Since Noah took the beasts and left the men.
But give them this, whether they crowed or yelped,
T4eyall smiled, and they all wanted to help.
OR DID THEY? Around five, we finally reached
A (riendly, soothing Mr. Hayes, who preached
Patience, but said definitely he'd do
Something to help, and looked like he could, too.
His smile gripped the priest as on a skewer;
When he grew serious, the priest was dour;
He waxed wise, and slowly the priest's mouth swung
Open in a respectful o. He flung
Papers about so suave-off-handedly;
He spoke so even and clear, so candidly
That the priest's hope was won, and mine hung fire.
Here maybe was our guide of hooks and wire.
Clearly, Hayes was a weathered bureaucrat
Who knew the ins and outs, the tit for tat
Required to wage a company career.
His face was oddly green from dwelling near
Green file cabinets closing over the years.
The color of hope, I wondered? Green spears
Thatann the ranks of invincible spring?
N,0, more an olive drab. The year-round thing,
The green same-shading annies of real wars,
Old forces of necessity and laws . . . .
For a second I was turned from my thought
By Hayes' calm voice, reminding us to write
A letter setting forth in full our case . . . .
No, he wasn't sly or sleek. A k{pd face
Had Hayes, though impossible to describe:
Nothing stood out, either to praise or jibe
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(Except a most decisive pair of glasses:
Thick, blackened rims, to cow the underclasses
I supposed, or squarely to meet his own) .
No really tangible voice. A Monotone.
Nor any clear-cut hair or hairline either.
It seemed to be here; there it didn't bother.
Here rather gray; there neither this nor that.
It settled partway, stayed put where it sat.
He gave no clue, would never leave a trace,
But somehow, as I said, a kindly face.
For over my friend and I spread a calm
Of easesome competence, a creamy balm'..
Of soft assurance things would be O. K. ..
We slopped out in the darkened, snowy day,
And the priest whose eyes turned to the tall building
Looked serene as a saint, fit for gilding.
'tHE SECOND BILL arrived on March the 1St.
Now $22,000 to the purse
Of Monoplated Miller Maid Machines
Please; le!tered in colorful puce on greens
With a firm footnote on bills overdue.
Good old Hayes. Grandmother's curse on you.
The Jesuit came swimming harder now;
Black arms flew out across a blacker brow,
The eyes seeme~ to have lost sight of the ship.
I sat him down and poured more than a nip,
Again stressed how the danger wasn't great,
~ut to little avail. To him all hate
Had curdled' in a cloud above his head.
Chicago gangsters would catch him in bed,
Maim, drown, machine-gun him and dri~k the blood.
He nerver, really, ever understood
His foe to be an Everest Indifference.
To him, things had a personal reference.
Bac.;k of his bill were angry eyes and voices .
Chewing cigars in back seats of Rolls Royces.
He knew that one round dollar in Peru
Was enough to start a family set-to,
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Set brothers at odds, chums to taking swings
At one another's chins, andA:razy things.
So could it here. Who could waive with aplomb
Som~enty-odd-thousand-or.otherbomb?
(I wondered which was best for jolly bears;
A paw in the jaw shows someone still cares.)
So when he asked, 0 would I call Hayes please,
I got Hayes on the phone, though not with ease,
And he apologized in cataracts
Of course. "I'm certain the pertinent facts
Got through to DeeDad under P.P.D.'s,"
He said in eerie gobble-gobblese;
"Somebody just deducted what he owed,
Not what he didn't. Might have been the code
Got punched wrong on the crattingcrotchitch card,"
I thought he said. "You know. our bills are starred,
Mounted and mailed by Ratt machine.
Well now, don't worry. I'll check with BueBean."
Click. So we were consigned calmly to wait
According to the script, the map. the date.
But better to move right now we had a hunch.
My friend belted away a hefty lunch
And took a nap, and shortly we took off
To try and locate Dr. Amanoff,
Who supervised the graduate Agronomics
'- Of Animal Husbandry Economics
Program. We succeeded. not with ease,
In finding him, inspecting cheddar cheese
Out in the New Cheese Barns. A polished brow
Rose from behind a moon-white bossy cow,
And he stared down at us-sweet music curled
Within my ear, a gauze contentment swirled
Over the cows, and. all of us (more cheese
With Faith's cascading strings on piped L.P.'s).
l,. I stammered a few times, thus introduced
Us, and we perched like fledglings on a roost
For some reply. Finally one came.
"Well, the faces are familiar. What names
Again? uh huh. Well, let's get out of here."
He stroked the great white lady on the ear
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And started off. His office we assumed.
"At least it isn't Hayes," I quietly fumed
Behind him. I'd seen Amanoff before
Of course; been crammed in classes craning for
A distant word of his; seen him up close
While shagging flies at the Annual DoseOf-Friendship Student and Faculty Outing.
Always he wore his sore, scholarly-pouting
Mien about him-his old-world teacher's ways.
So let him scowl. Better this than Hayes.

BUT IN HIS OFFICE he began to warm.
The priest spun out his tale with verve and form
While Amanoff sat chuckling at his shoesUntil he saw the priest was not amused, _
Then coughed a little, dropped his brusqueness straight
. And began, calmly, to commiserate.
I looked around. The walls w~re gaily hung
Willipictures: one of workers pitching dung
On sugar beets; one of a pregnant hog;
And after the porker, blacks beat on a log
In Africa (I crossed a mental fence:
Each tableau made increasingly more sense) .
A Hopi sham~n danced against a drouth
With a fat, looping rattlesnake in his mouth;
Gaunt Mayans lobbed a young girl in a well;
Two Romans seemed to notice as she fell,
Then stooped to burn libations to their gods;
Aztecs stood feathered high above the clods
Of squalid crowds that saw the young man start
As the doctors bent to amputate his heart;
An Irishman put broth out for the fairies;
Grizzled, foreign revolutionaries
Shot someone's family up against a wall;
And towards the end, the grayest frame of all,
Two Christian peasants prayed in a dead field;
Next came a scene of blooming, yellow yield:
Red motored mowers laid the hay in rows,
A bumper gush of grain shot from the nose
"t
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Of a tall combine-Finis, the mysteryKiowa headed the arrow of History.
This last was close enough to read a line:
"Story of Agriculture. NO.9."
Tacked on the end, a shot of surplus-binsEndless, ranked, relentless muffin tinsSeemed rude, not apropos . . . .
The priest was winding
Up his story, and Amanoff was grinding
His tie in tiny knots, so I broke in:
"Sir, is there anything you recommend?
What may appear as foolishness to us
Might be no joke at all to someone else.
This thing has worn my friend here to the bone."
The priest looked fat and grateful. Now the phone
Began to ring, "I hope you can suggest
Some easy . . . ." I began to feel undressed,
As in a dream. Amanoff on the phone
Stole far away. His talking in a drone
Went underwater. Could I touch his world?
I scraped my thumb on plaster, rubbed the burled
Mahogany desk. Here was response, bulk.
Amanoff made apologies. His hulk
Squeaked out of the swivel chair, pleading haste.
Something about a meeting on the taste'
Of future yogurt. "Now I'll tell you boys
To go see the man who really enjoys
Ironing out these kinks. What's more, he can.
I'm not the one you want. Your man is Sam.
Yes, Chaplain Sam. I'll give him a ring right now
And tell him you'll be over." The tall brow
Glistening in what might have been relief,
The good doctor dialed, spread the grief
Of the good priest to the good Chaplain Sam,
Who sounded as if he disbelieved a jam
Quite so bizarre, but Arnanoff prevailed.
He hung up with a smile of one un jailed;
Then shook our hands between some ugly coughs,
Scratched out where Sam was, and whistled off.
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SO tltrough some black, remote bowel of trust
The buck was passipg, and the buck was us.
>

THE DEALER DEALT. The Chaplain heard our case
With a look of calm wonder on his face,
His baldness flashing signals all the while,
At'ld now and then a slice of melon smile.
I tried to read his heliographic dots
And dashes, see what thundering thoughts
Rolled inside from the outside lightning shapes.
No luck of course. (Few looking-glass escapes
From our slight, gliding futures will be found) . . .
The priest finished. The Chaplain shimmered, wound
His watch and thought a moment, blinking clues,
Then spoke: "Tsk. Tsk. Really. Stupid abuse
You've put up with. A shame. Simply a shame.
I'm sure it can be stopped. Please, what's the name
Of the fellow who's been helping you-Hayes?
Well, leave his number here. Iii a few days
I'll call him and we'll talk turkey a~ile.
But wait a few#days. There's no use to rile
The'poor man if he's really trying to do
His best to help. Anyway, when I do
Get something straight, I'll tell you the result.
I'm sure we'll clear it up without insult
To Mr. Hayes, or more anXiety
To you." With brief, subdued pieties,
Agreements that we now could say no' more
Sam shook our hands and showed us out the door.
0

.J

HE TELEPHONED a few days after that,
And, sure enough, he'd had a manly chat
With Mr. Hayes, and he, Sam, was convinced
The priest was in the clear; no word was minced,
No hard fact brushed aside betw~n our factor
And the helpful Hayes, who ~ad 'foiled like a tractor
In our good cause . . . . However, Sam put in,
If there was difficulty, contact him.
He knew there would be no real cause to worry
Or charge off in all directions in a hurry.
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Just contact him, and don't worry a bit . . . .
So the priest and I resumed where we had quit,
Resumed our places-he to wait his turnResumed our rounds within the butter churn
~ Of university youth during inflation
(This is the mad-about-grad-school generation).
And was the priest elated? Well, he stared
And moved about. I think he barely cared.
As if the Miller business, and the wear
Of being a Ph.D. dancing bear
Day after day, the sobering routine
Of chain and trainer's cry and tambourine
Had done its work. Of course, I felt sorry;
But it was his cup of worms, and his worry.
THE THIRD BILL fell aflush on April Fool:
29,000 bodies to the ghoul
Of Mo~oplated Miller Maid MachinesNot please. A letter from eight lawyers in Des Moines,
Who all averred that justice was not dead.
I found my friend up in his room in bed,
Nursing an earache and a hard-earned cold,
Nerving himself for agonies untold.
Ltelephpned Sam's office, got a girl
Who, from the noise, was mothered by a squirrel;
Nevertheless, the nub, the crux was clear;
Her phrase went through me like a barbeled spear,
Each word like downing a glass of cold grease:
"The Chaplain's at a seminar in Nice
Until the middle of May. May I help?"
Inquiring, whining nQises, like a whelp
Left horne alone, carne from the corner bed.
I thanked her and said No. (I should have said,
Tell him the Ghost called.) I queried her
If the name Hayes meant anything but blur.
It didn't. So I dialed Hayes-of-the-Lees
. And found a voice that knew him, not with easet;
Who, in twelve words, totaled all our profits:
"Mr. Hayes moved to our Stockholm office
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Just a week ago, sir." There lay my friend,
Come to his atom's lead, the dead end,
Looking at me, moldy-blue as his Navy
Blanket, motionless, a lump in blue gravy.
Could I say the word? Say it was quits?
End of the game of pulling milk from tits?
Our u,dders are run dry? The cow's played out?
No, nb. Once more, into the breach and out:
I typed three letters for the priest to sign,
Where, tactfully, we laid things on the line:
One to the President of Maid Machines,
And one to Banz, Bishop of Muscatine,
And one to Weir, President of the U.
The priest had sunk beneath the blue,
Lumped-up blanket. "Come on, let's get some lunch,"
I said; then ears emerged, a spiky bunch
~
Of hair-and he, full-frocked and on his feet. '
"I'll give you the bad news over something to eat,"
So we went out, benumbed, less than lax,
And walked the concrete and avoided cracks.
THE ANSWER CAME hard on the eve of May
With greetings to the good priest, S. of J.,
Politely urging that a ~eeting be
Held on any morning he might feel free;
And signed the President, D. Miller Means
Of Monoplated Miller Maid Machines.
At last. Attention. Object of all men.
~
The priest was not pleased as he might have been.
"It could be good," I said. "It could qePad," =: .
He croaked, blowing his nose and looking sad.
I tried to rouse our spirits with baloney"
and dipped potato chips and pepperoni
And rings of spiced ham; we played some chess,
Erratically; we tried, without success:
, Some good records, Bach's B-Minor MassSome others I forget; we read for class;
Talked about bulls, then gave up all way round,
Went dow1i-to the cheapest movie house in town

--
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And saw Roy Rogers and Charlie Chan
Do better than the rest of us ever can.

WHEN THE DAY CAME, I didn't want to go,
But he insisted: I would have to row,
If he had to bail; say, if his English
Sprung a leak iq the middle of a ticklish
Passage. So I tagged along, but felt it wrong
To go . . . . Oh,like a rose on lattice hung
I see him now, back in the Miller BuildingHis bobbing walk, his tortured sneakers squeaking,
Popping, slopping along the cork-floored halls,
An airy creature anchored among walls . .
We found the door of President's repose;
A: girl with short breasts and a long nose
Greeted us, and ushered us through a door
Into a room with magazines and more
Girls, then another door, then a gloom,
The plush, hush of a carpeted room,
Lit duskily, but sunny at one end
Where a man sat intent on work-My friend
Ahemed, coughed softly at my side.
Before us there was nothing but a pied,
Pink top of a bald head. The girl advanced;
Said words in a discreet tone; the trance
Was broken then. He looked up with a smile
At once cool and friendly, not of guile,
But of knowledge. With alert civility
He seated us, deployed his ability
With few remarks to put us at our ease.
Then, with our necks unbent a bit, our knees
Crossed, our backs cradled low in cool leather,
With due comment on the too-hot weather,
D. Miller Means commenced. Did not begin,
Nor start, he commenced; with each lace and pin
Of graciousness in place. I won't forget
His speech easily. Within my brain it set
Like good cement; it holds without a dent
Of everyday erosion. This is how it went:

,.
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"Well, gentlemen, thank you for taking time
To come. I have a most important kind
Of message for you, Father; though I fear
. You will refuse us. Bishop Banz and Mr. Weirl ~
President W eir-have b~en consulted, and agree
You are the one to ask concerning a key
Need that has come up. First, though, let me say
How sorry I am about the awful way
You've been harassed, no doubt to distraction,
By these bills of the past few months. Action
~as been taken. I assure you. No one owes
A cent. Please, consider the chapter closed.
I am sorry." Life dawned in the face
Of my friend again. His sneakers came unlaced
He was sp pleased; his toes danced on the rug.
.And even I felt relief at last. But smug
:-'\
I was not. I can't say what I f~lt,
Just stopped, perhaps. A tug behind the belt,
As thoughI'd reached the,back end of a bad
Novel, when the puppet people tick from sad
To glad. Tee hee..They laugh off those mortgages
That portaged the plot six ~undred pagesWas this all there was? No, no. More. More.
D. Means proceeded in a velvet roar:
"Your presence here, now, is fortunate, Father.
Not just for us or Kiowa U., rather
For the future of Peru and South America.
Or should I say for both, for all Americas,
Our fates are teamed together so, and you,.
Here working for a free, prosperous Peru.
Our Congress, matching similar funds from Lima,
Has budgeted for a scholar's dream of
Plans to mould the University th;reI mean in Lima-maybe you are aware
Of such a plan-it shortly will be announced.
Of course, the faculty at Lima pounceet
First thing on what concerns us now, where Miller Maid
Comes in. We're asked to launch a high-grade
(You're ow.n government will be the renter),
A high-grade, model, manned, complete computer center.
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The first Peruvian computer cet4ter, and the best,
The most advanced, in Latin America.
And we need you-now, with a law
To back us up, this is the time to start.
We're hoping, many of us, you'll playa part
Of first importance-hoping you'll agree;
Soon you will have an Kiowa Ph.D.
Your past training has an orientation
In the very areas that concern your nation
Most, and now, ~nd will concern the new center.
With six months of intensive training. Father,
We can prepare you to administerTo administer is as to minister
Nowadays. Ha Ha-to manage, run the Miller Maid
System and related complex; without aid
Or very little aid. You'd playa major
Role in the new work down there. I'll wager
That the next years are crucial ones, for new
Peace, products, food, progress in Peru.
Please do say yes. You could start on the 1st
Of June. My men will be immersed
In planning during the weeks that ensue.
You are the one ingredient this brew
Needs, and by far the most basic. Do say yes.
Then we can do a job that He can bless."
The priest bounded up. He thrust a fist
Toward Means' belly, gave Means' thumb a twist
And, heartily, shook Means' hand; gay, without shame.
D. Means beamed like Hemingway with game.
My friend was a success; the dogs were sicced;
But myoId equanimity was licked,
My equilibrium foiled, neatly whipped;
The walls were tipping and the floor tipped.
Pre-vomit salt collected in my throat.
Ignoring quizzical looks, I threw my coat
Off, loosened my tie, in my crass
Way, walked apart. I jerked some glass
Doors open and stepped out on a terrace.
For steadiness, it might have been a Ferris
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Wheel built on a small barge in a heaving sea.
Even the sunset swayed unsteadily.
Far underneath I heard the squeals and groans
Of city traffic; somewhere a lone
Phone went ringing. The rail pitched and slid.
I leaned way over, gawking at the grid
Of men. I giggled, though! my viscera would go
Down on the heads a hundred feet below.
. . . When I was little and had to lose myself
From leaning things, I used a middle shelf
In a dark closet as my quiet~ow
And sat long hours. What I needed now
Was that dark shelf, a cozy, Jonah maw,
A storm cellar to Oz. 0 world of law
And solemn accents drubbing, drumming in,
I'm taking off. My feet' are bare. My chin
Grows goaty. I am skipping over clouds
That wet my feet and tickle. I am bowed
By windy blows. I wonder where could I be?
Is it heaven? Is it the bottom of the sea?
; I whistle five times, swivel, crack my knee.
Fish rainbow by. He rises next to meThe priest! He danceswith his nose
Aloft, like me, bereft of baggage, clothes.
DECEMBER AGAIN. My friend is ready now
To go, his face alight with status. The sow's
Ear is curried silk within six months.
He is the teacher's talk who was the dunce.
He sidles toward the fat, stiff, silver bird
Awaiting him. I've hardly said a word
And hardly know a word. I squeak and smile.
The best part of the past six months my bIle
Has run the wrong way. His farewell seems weak;
I grip his hand as though he'd sprung a leak .
And begun sinking. Then he mounts the steps;
My good-bye gift, his luggage, bumps; the ship's
'Door opens otitself. He pauses by
The shining.~tal,spreads his feet awry,
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As a wet creature stands to shake its fur;
He laughs and shakes and waves his hand. The blur
Attracts my eye, and he is gone. . . . The chain
Stitch of the navy-blue, knitted in Maine, ~
Turtleneck sweater he gave me yesterday
Is rough and wlrm and comforting. The fey,
White countryside is not, though the sun shines.
The fields lie winter-fallow bearing tons
Of huddled snow. Men are out with guns.
Birds flicker past. Dark, dagger-pointed pines
Point to the sky and seem to shout, "Oh, here! Here!"
I tum my turtleneck up round the ear.

~ NORMAN

~

SCHWENK, whose poetry has appeared previously in NMQ, is
now a lecturer in American Literature at the University of Wales, Cardiff.
He held a similar position from 1960 until this year at Uppsala University,
Sweden. Prairie Schooner, Sewanee Review and Southern Poetry Review
have all published his works.
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Roland Dickey
ROSS CALVIN
INTERPRETS THE SOUTHWEST·
"A GOOD MANY YEARS AGO/' wrote Lyle Saunders in the Summer 1949
New Mexico Quarterly, "I read, on series of warm summer afternoons,
a book which had a considerable influence on my subsequent behavior. ... It was a book about New Mexico which told in leisurely
and frequently almost poetic prose the attractions of a land of beauty
and mystery where the destinies of man are determined by the sky, a
country of mesa, mountain, and desert where yesterday and tomorrow
meet and are at peace with one another. I read and was convinced that
this was the land for me. I put my few affairs in order, burned my
bridges, and in a 1928 Chevrolet, recently painted red, set out for
Cibola."
Saunders was reviewing Sky Determines, An Interpretation of the
Southwest, by Ross Calvin, in a new edition published in 1948 by the
University of New Mexico Press. \\'hat Saunders had read, before he
set out in his red Chevrolet, was the first edition, published by
Macmillan in 1934. He was only one of many whose thoughts and
feelings about the Southwest were influenced by Sky Determines, and
he was not the last to be impelled by it to tie his personal destiny to
the Southwest.
~
Reviewers heaped laurels on the book. The London Times was enthusiastic. Ernie Pyle called it "our Southwestern Bible." The Nation
proclaimed it "the best book on the Southwest yet written." The New
York Herald Tribune said it was "an au.thentic book, valuable as an
introduction to a region of strange beauty and as an exposition of some
little understood aspects of our history."
"I think [the review] that impressed me most," Saunders observed,
"was that of Eugene Manlove Rhodes, whose last written words,
penned on the morning of his death, were contained in a letter to Dr.
Calvin ~ongratulating him on Sky Determines and enclosing a copy
of his review from the San Diego Union of June 24, 1934."
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The fortunes of books are precarious. Macmillan did not reissue the
1934 version, but the University of New Mexico Press, responding to
public demand, in 1948 revived the book, which had come to be called
"a regional classic," adding drawings by Peter Hurd. The new edition
was seized upon eagerly by an audience of new-fledged Southwesterners who had come with the boomoj}f World War II. But this edition
also fell upon slack times. Within a decade, sales languished to the'
point of diminishing returns, and Sky Determines once again went out
of print.
The population of the Southwest continued to grow and to change.
Thousands of newcomers had never heard of the book and did not
know their need for its message. But a hard core of old-timers remembered it, and continued to ,trumpet its virtues. Lawrence Clark Powell,
-( dean of Western librarians, and an astute reviewer of Western books,
wrote "One of the scandals of Southwestern literature is the unavailability in print of the finest single book about New Mexico: Ross
Calvin's Sky Determines. [It] s!tould be brought back into print by
the State of New Mexico itself, as the best of ail advertisements for
the Land of Enchantment."
While the influential Southwestern sky had not lost its grandeur,
except to be cut by jet streams and polluted with fumes in the
metropolitan areas, the land and the people upon it had seen important changes in the three' decades since Ross Calvin's opus first saw
print. The author, meanwhile, had written other books: 1,Uver of the
Sun: Stories of the Storied Gila, and Lieutenant Emory Reports, an
. edited reprint of W. H. Emory's 1846 notes on New Mexico. Calvin
had left his beloved Silver City parish, and ~yet another in Clovis, and
had retired to his garden in Albuquerque. FIe had become one of the
best known and loved of Southwestern authors. He welcomed the task
of revising Sky Determines, adding to it more than fifty pages of fresh
materiaL His classical Latin-clean prose had improved; his respect for
cadence and the exact word was in no way diminished. In December
1965, the University of New Mexico Press again published Sky Determines, "revised and enlarged," complete with the Pet~ Hurd illustra~ions, in both paper and cloth editions.
....
\ Reprinted here is a selection from one of the new"chapters in Sky
Determines, and a note by Ross Calvin about himself, an essay which
he wrote in response to a request from the publisher for detailed biographical information.
'
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Ross CaJvin

MAN DETERMINES*
from the Macmillan press in 1934
it bore the same subtitle as it has today: An Interpretation of the
Southwest, which indicates its purpose and its intended scope. Although the design has never been abandoned nor even substantially
altered, Sky Determines has assumed more manageable proportions
as a book primarily on New Mexico, the author's adopted homeland.
But what is an interpretation? And what does an interpr€ter do?
First, he concentrates his study on explanation rather than on narration. He asks himself, "Why did this affair turn out in just this way
rather than in another?" He considers first, its history, then the contemporary scene, tries to read portents of the future, calculates trends,
examines old failures, ponders significance, summarizes, reflects, deduces-and finally guesses.
The present writer's worst guesses made thirty years ago related to
two fads which np man could then foresee: That sleepy little Albuquerque, swept along on the new, rapid, swelling tide of federal
spending would develop into the state's one city of metropolitan size,
WHEN THIS TREATISE WAS ISSUED

\
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a population already of a quarter ,plillipn or more. Second was the
detonation of a giant bomb here on the desert. The date was July 16,
1945, a decisive day not merely in the annals of a state but of mankind. The bomb's impact on the world's peacetime activity is but
dimly foreseen after twenty years. Some other guesses less. than perfect
are deeply embedded in the text where I have left them on purpose.
Inevitably the two titles of the book have become firmly welded together, and now a third title, closely. related yet of contrasted emphasis is being merged with them. The third title is, of course, inevitably
"Man Determines." But this socio-economic inquiry turns out to be,
actually, much simpler than might have been anticipated. A pundit
would organize his material to demonstrate step by step how this forbidding semiwasteland was developed within a single century into a
suitable-nay, even a desirable-habitation for civilized man, where
possibly with a little luck he could make a living. Well'. how came it?
, The pundjt could perceive clearly that in each generation, each
decade, there has been a more or less orderly maturing in wealthproducing activities in one industry after another, in ranching, in agriculture, in lumbering, in manufacturing, in the extractive industries
such as the production of oil, gas, of copper, of uranittm, potash and
coal. He would be tempted to say at once, with.confiqence, that the
on~ great earth-shaking modification in the Southvtrest had been
achieved through modern industry. Commerce determines, for money
is the sine qua non of all civilized society.
Yet oddly enough we have coming up in next chapter the testimony
of Lawyer Barreiro to the effect that in the Spanish-Mexican regime
many people in this remote colony had never seen money.
If we moderns coutcT forget a moment that we are not the only
moderns who ever had an hour upon the stage of history; and that
farseeing men now alive, statesmen, scientists, philosophers, are constantly occupied with the problem of water shortage which could
perhaps be no more than a generation or two ahead~ then we should
be compelled to see for ourselves that civilization floats upon a sea
of clear, pure water. To hammer a moment on the obvious, any student must see that the ranching industry here could not develop fully
until water was obtainable all over the r~nge; that large-scale agriculture was impractical until reserve water could be impounded for
several crop seasons ahead. In explaining the Southwest, facts like
these are needful too.

* * *
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In the old West there used to be a homely s~ying when a sick man
had at least "one foot in the grave, "There ain't nothin' wrong with
me that whiskey cain't cure." But today the civil engineer treating
his ailing patient hereabouts prescribes aqua pura in large quantities.
It always works like magic, politically and otherwise.
Bringing water into the arid Southwest is not like stringing a mere
telephone line into it-or a pipeline, or a highway, or a railroad. To
bring water is to bring, as it were, a revolution!
When ruin at long last is laid side by side with reclamation we see
black against white. Throughout the past, drouth has been an everpresent, consistent factor in retarding, opposing, thwarting human
..effort and the effort of the Machine. The record can be read everywhere from depleted fields where not enough native fertility persists
to produce crops; where noxious weeds have substituted themselves
for nutritious grasses; where denudation has left the overgrazed
ground as bare and hard as a tin roof; where conflagrations have destroyed the virgin forest, leaving only bare poles in the desolation to
be felled later by winter storms; where gullied mountain slopes are
cut more deeply by each summer cloudburst; where March windstorms lift gritty red dust from New Mexico's Great Plains ana drop
it literally on Pennsylvania's towns.
Such are Some of the h~d symptoms of man's impact on his elemental background. Whe,,\ Booded river roars past in front of an
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observer he can see it sweeping a bridge away or engulfing an acre of
land from its bank; but what he cannot see is the mud, sand, gravel
swept past to silt up the nearest reservoir downstream to negate the
work of a costly dam. The only reason for tiresome repetitiQn of these
hateful details is that they may be hated.
Man has always been the great despoiler of his domain. But has
the land nq defenders against those who use it so ill? None to undo
all these wrongs? After an unconscionably long time, yes. There is
now a corps of men, an arm of the federal government, committed
to this task which is far too immense for any other agency. It is called
the Department of the Interior and deserves iecognition from every
man interested in conservation.
It has its own seal, its own emblem which is a statement of its
purpose: a massive buffalo bull behind which are the mountains and
what I should understand to be a setting sun: The date is March 3,
1849, a time when the vast herds were dwindling after decades of
savage, insane, pointless slaughter across the width of the Plains.
Clearer than all words the' seal says, "Be mindful of the Buffalo."
Then beside it is printed like a belated act of penance this: "In its
assigned function as the Nation's principal natural resource agency,
the Department of the Interior bears a special obligation to assure
that our expendable resources are conserved, that renewable resources
are managed to produce optimum yields, and that all resources contribute their full measure to the progress, prospe~ity, and security of
America, now and in the future."
Inspired by two beneficent, and epic examples of that Department's current wo'rk I have preferred to point the reader's attention
first to one of them-the great San Juan-Chama Project. In the presence of that big engineering work by which irrigation water is brought
from one sideQf the Great Divide across to the other, imagination is
touched somehow in thinking of the humble Mexican farmers of
the past in their green, little, well-leveled valley fields of com,
laboriously guiding the dimpled water with a shovel-the sons of San
Ysidro, patron of all who cultivate that art.
Here is a work of a great magnitude. The Desalting Program for
brackish and salt water, is destined to be still greater, for we ca~ see
now only its small beginning. The experts say that reclaimed drinking
water is probably not too far in the future. But irrigation water for
the fields is now not even on the horizon. (Wall Street Journal,
April 29, 196 5,)

.
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When we speak of the herculean task of modifying a whole environment, we do not speak of the aggregate of shallow wells, of
acequias and little diversion dams, but of the whole vast complex of
structures-dams, reservoirs, canals, and powerhouses, which collect,
impound, conserve, distribute the water resources of half a continent
mo~e or ·less. Only on such a scale can we really speak of modifying
environment. But here man has truly determined, and on a lesser
scale will continue to determine, because in each generation his dominion widens. This bright aridity of the Southwest yields ever more
and more to water-to grateful, pure, holy water.
When I wrote the following more than three decades ago it seemed
exaggerated praise to some. But there is more water now; so there is
less caviling:
"Perhaps nowhere in the world is the natural setting nobler than in
New Mexico-more beautiful with spacious desert, sky, mountains,
more varied in rich, energizing climate, more dramatic in its human
procession, more mellow with age-old charm. Endowed with sunshine that stimulates, and winter chill that toughens; with silence,
vastness and majestic desert color that· offer a spiritual companionship, it has enough. Here if anywhere is air, sky, earth fit to constitute
a gracious 'homeland, not alone for those who occupy themselves in
the world's work, b)Jt as well for those who study and create, for
those who play, those who sit still to brood and dream."

)
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A NOTE BY ROSS CALVIN*
The Publisher thinks it is time I should introduceOmyself. Well, at
noon on January 10, 1927, with wife and small son I landed in the
village of Silver City, New Mexico, a healthseeoker, down and out and
broke. Not too far from forty, I found life beginning, as they Say. The
new world of desert, mesa and mountain, plu~, the return of health, and
.
seven years of pondering produced Sky Determines.
Life as .an Episcopal clergyman was resumed before long in the tiny
parish there, which allowed leisure for travel over the. country and
study, plus a great many field trips among the foothills. Detailed notes
furthered by such tools as binocular, camera and magnifier, were made
on each trip, the collection being called my Log Book, aJecord which
I had begun in my home state, Illinois, at the matureo ag~ of twelve.
Later on I began to mine the mass of data and discovered that it had
some literary possibilities as an interpretation of the country. That's
the way all this started.
The Log 13ook-eontinues. It will be turned over, I may say in passing, at a determined date'to the UniversitY of New· Mexico Library
and there preserved in the ~rchives. Doubtless it will have no readers
for the first century or two; but anything, anything if preserved long
enough will interest the archaeologists who rediscover it and then
write an introduction and notes for it. (I should know!)
Of course there had been some schooling before arrival in the
Southwest-high school which had begun at twelve, then college, then
the graduate school, where two Harvard degrees were collected (one
of them a Ph.D. in philology) then a hitch in Seminary followed by
ordination. Along the way there had been also some teaching in Syracuse University and Carnegie Tech at Pittsburgh..
And in the historic Old Trinity Parish, New Yo'rk, I had been three
years a curate-a minor job which, however, carries a bit of prestige.
Then after a time came the forced rustication in the Southwest, followed by two long rectorships, one at "Silver," the other at Clovis,
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where the people at length pooled their efforts to build that small,
. jewel-like Franciscan adobe church, a noble structure, and famous,
too.
So after a long, obscure ministry there came inevitably in due time
retirement-though I could still smack a soft-ball and run the bases..
(In youth I had been a track athlete as well as a Latinist.)
And now a life not altogether lonely, with grandchildren, with a
small walled-in garden, with leisure for study (in which my life has
been mainly spent) and for the cultivation of a literary style which
aspires afar off toward the ease and grace of classic English prose.
Though often I have written articles on the Southwest for tourist
readers; I'm seldom satisfied to bring these to an end until they turn
interpretative, i.e., answering the question. "How did the country happen to turn out thus?" This book follows the same trend from narration to explanation, and so likewise does Lieutenant Emory Reports
and also River of the Sun. This the books qave in common, all being
a three-part study of the same grand theme.
But the garden-shall I tell you about it before you go? A garden is
a great revealer of a man's philosophy you know. A rendezvous mine
is for honeybees in larkspur, hollyhock, apple tree; a park for great
yellow butterflies, and an evening haunt for repining katydids which
warn that frost lurks in the chilly nights ahead. A sanctuary, too, it is
also with something for its many birds-bright cherries for the robins,
blue-skinned, green-fleshed damson plums for the linnets; crimsontwigged woodbine berries for tanagers and flickers; unspecified diet for
sparrows and warblers. 'Even for the hatched larva in April there is a
tender young apple-with a drop of poison.
Fair in form and function is the bronze sundial, which recalls for
the hours of solitude former seed-times, recurring snows and winter
nights, hopes, regrets, partings, time's injustices.
If ever in my garden I should need a walking cane, I have ready a
blackthorn shillalah which was dried and seasoned in an Irish chimney
long ago. So run the years accumulating into slow decades, the fifth,
sixth and so on as the century nears the last third of its annual circuits
. . . October's here already!

*Reprinted from Sky Determines, An Interpretation of the Southwest, by Ross Calvin.
Copyright 1965, 1948, by the University of New Mexico Press. The illustrations are by
Peter Hurd, from the same volume.
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